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Abstract:
The RDF is one of the basic building blocks of the Semantic Web. It is

a low-level data format intended to be used by software developers to create
semantic-enabled applications. The ability to place and e�ciently evaluate
queries is key in this scenario. In this thesis, we approach the problem of
RDF querying from three di�erent angles. First, we present an RDF visu-
alization tool, that the developer can use to get an idea about the structure
and contents of the data. Second, we have designed extensions of the XQuery
language that allow us to give it RDF handling capabilities. The main con-
tribution is introduction of records into the language. Third, to cover query
evaluation, we have designed the Bobox parallel framework, which can be
used to simplify development of parallel data processing applications. It
provides both task and data parallelism.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Semantic Web is one of the main trends of development of the World
Wide Web. It aims at giving even machines the ability to understand data
presented on the Web and thus provide better services to the users [11].
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) provides the means to store
the information and metadata in a variety of serialization formats [3, 10]. It
is one of the basic building blocks of the Semantic Web and other standards
and technologies are built on top of the RDF, for instance the RDFS [15]
and OWL [46, 60].

All of the aforementioned technologies have a very strong theoretical back-
ground with well de�ned formal models. However, from the software engi-
neering point of view, there is still a lot of work to be done before they can
become truly widespread. One important aspect that may have been some-
what overlooked is providing the software developers with easy to use and
e�cient tools for handling the data of the Semantic Web. If such tools are
not available, the production cycle slows down (and the costs increase) which
may hinder the adoption of the new standards by the industry.

Another issue is the performance of semantic tools and applications. Al-
though there was a great improvement in the last years, there is still a lot
of work to do. Great part of the software still exists only in the form of
scienti�c prototypes written in Java with a very poor scalability. Also, they
rarely follow current high-performance computing trends like parallel pro-
cessing using SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) stream instructions or
multi-core processors.

In this work, we tackle the issues of usability and performance. We focus
on the lowest level of the Semantic Web technologies � the RDF. Furthermore,
we do not cover the problem of acquiring the data. We assume, that the
data was already extracted from its original source, which may be an RDF
annotated web page, an export from a relational database or an output from
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a semantic analyzer [43, 18, 19]. Our research is focused on querying of data
available in some form of an RDF store.

We approach the RDF querying from several angles to cover the whole life
cycle of a query. First, we consider the problem of visualization of RDF data,
since knowing the overall structure of the queried data helps the user write
the queries. The �user� in this context is not the end-user of the Semantic
Web but a software developer trying to create an application that works
with RDF data. Even though the data usually comes with a schema or an
ontology, it is not su�cient for application development � it usually does not
provide detailed description of the format of individual �elds, whether or not
a value of a �eld tends to be missing etc.

The main concern in RDF visualization is handling the large scale of the
data and presenting only the most relevant data in a very compact way. This
is complicated by the fact, that the RDF is a very general format, so very
few assumptions about the typical structure of the data can be made. On
the other hand, the RDF is naturally interpreted as a (multi)graph, which
makes the idea of visualizing it very natural.

Only after the user gets a reasonably good idea of what the data look
like, can he or she start to formulate queries using a query language. The
query language is an interface between a database system (the RDF store)
and the user. It de�nes the query apparatus available to the user and the
language that lets him or her use it. The two main concerns in query language
design are the expressive power and the ease of use. We believe, that when
compared to the SQL, the current RDF query languages fail in combining
these aspects. We decided to extend the XQuery language to handle RDF
data, since the XQuery standard is already well established, the language
is powerful, has a tidy design, and the XQuery community is open to new
extensions of the language. Our extension is done in two steps: we extend the
XQuery data model and operators with record (tuples) handling and then
we use the records to allow the language to process RDF data.

Our modi�cation of XQuery is not a major modi�cation of the language,
but it is severe enough to require either a complex modi�cation of an existing
evaluation engine or creation of a completely new engine in order to function
e�ciently. Correct and e�cient evaluation of queries is an absolute necessity
for any database system. Parallel processing is one of the main trends in
speed-critical applications, but writing parallel code is very error prone and
any mistakes are hard to discover and correct � for example various race
conditions often disappear when the application is run inside a debugger
since the debug mode may a�ect timing, scheduling and synchronization in
such a way that the race condition no longer demonstrates. One way of
reducing these issues is to use a library or a framework that hides most of
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the parallel programing pitfalls. Such framework may be tested separately in
a more controlled environment and then used to create the actual evaluation
engine, making the whole process easier.

Since none of the libraries and frameworks available today suits our
needs, we decided to design a new framework called Bobox. It was designed
speci�cally for parallel data processing � to support development of parallel
databases but also other data intensive parallel tasks like data stream process-
ing. It leverages both task-level parallelism and data parallelism. However,
it handles only parallelization issues; persistent data storage, query opti-
mization, indexing, data manipulation, and other missing pieces have to be
added by the developers that use the framework to create a parallel database
engine.

1.1 Contribution

The following section brie�y describes main contributions of the thesis, split
into three sections that correspond to the main chapters of the text.

RDF visualization The visualization part of the thesis presents several
novel ideas that we have introduced for RDF visualization. One of them is the
triangle layout algorithm � an algorithm that can be used to draw a rooted
tree when nodes are displayed as rectangles with variable size. The ability to
handle the di�erent sizes of nodes, especially a wide range of heights, is an
improvement over most algorithms used in other RDF visualizers, because
they usually handle �xed height equal to one row of text. The ability to
display several rows of text allows us to use another new technique � node
merging. It is a technique that can greatly reduce the amount of space
required to present certain amount of information to the user. In this case,
we can display node and its neighbors within one rectangle that is much
smaller than the corresponding �full� drawing of such subgraph.

TriQuery The main goal of the query language part of this work is not to
provide a de�nitive RDF query language. It explores alternative approach
to RDF querying, since current languages are typically based on SQL (with
some notable exceptions [47]). The addition of records to XQuery allows us
to provide some level of static query checking, similar to the way that correct
table and column names may be checked in SQL. It has also opened several
interesting directions for further research, by providing a new way of adding
new features to the language (for instance the ability to handle relational
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data) and also by giving more information to the evaluation engine, possibly
allowing new optimizations.

Bobox Another contribution of this work is design and implementation
of the Bobox parallelization framework. Besides using it for processing of
queries over RDF data, it can be used in a much wider set of scenarios
where a large amount of data is processed and the whole computation can be
divided into several smaller interconnected components. The advantage of
the Bobox design is the fact, that the communication, synchronization and
work scheduling is handled by the framework. The individual components
that perform the actual computation can be relatively simple � their code,
which is supplied by the users of the framework, basically consists only of
the algorithm that has to be performed on the data.

We have a working implementation of the key components of the Bobox
framework, including the run-time environment. Even with the most basic
implementation, the systems shows a promising performance. This is demon-
strated by a partial implementation of queries of one of the most popular
SPARQL benchmarks � the SP2Bench [57].

1.2 Outline

First, basic principles of the RDF are brie�y recollected in the Chapter 2.
We describe the features of the RDF relevant to our work.

The Chapter 3 deals with RDF visualization. The Section 3.1 �rst com-
pares di�erent approaches to graph drawing from the point of view of RDF
visualization. Then, we describe the triangle layout algorithm, which was
designed based on these criteria. We provide a proof that the algorithm
requires only quadratic area. The Section 3.2 provides further information
about the visualizer, most notably the node-merging technique. It also de-
scribes the animation used in the visualizer and provides examples of the
results provided by the visualizer. The Section 3.3 deals with visualization
of large RDF collections. It provides alternatives for handling of two basic
problems: selecting the starting node for the visualization and handling of
nodes with very high degree. The Section 3.4 deals with situation, where the
visualizer needs to display a graph that is too large to �t onto the display.
The Section 3.5 shows a way in which the concept of tabbed browsing can
be adapted from web browsers to RDF visualization. Finally, the Section 3.6
provides related work � our visualizer is compared to some of the other RDF
visualizers.
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The Chapter 4 covers TriQuery � the modi�cation of XQuery we have
created to handle RDF data. Since XQuery is not traditionally related to
RDF, we present the basic features of XQuery in the Section 4.1. The way
in which the records were added to the XQuery language is described in the
Section 4.2. We show the de�nitions of the newly added operations, the
extensions of the existing operations and simple examples. We also present
the pattern matching operation which is not essential for the records to work,
but we added it to XQuery to allow more user-friendly inclusion of the RDF.
The RDF support built on top of the records is described in the Section 4.3.
The Section 4.4 shows that the records also allow us to easily add support
of relational data. To provide further demonstration of RDF querying, the
Section 4.5 shows TriQuery equivalents of some SPARQL queries present in
the SP2Bench benchmark. The Section 4.6 more closely explores the relation
between TriQuery and XQuery and presents a way in which TriQuery can be
translated to pure XQuery. The way in which the extensions a�ect the query
evaluation is described in the Section 4.7. The last section � the Section 4.8
� compares the query capabilities of TriQuery to SPARQL [53] and SeRQL
[16] query languages.

The Chapter 5 describes the Bobox parallelization framework. The Sec-
tion 5.1 gives the main concepts that we followed when we designed the
system, most notably the way in which we decided to leverage the task level
parallelism. The Section 5.2 gives a detailed description of the design. It
describes the way in which the users of the framework specify the compo-
nents and the structure of the pipeline they want the system the execute,
and the way in which the synchronization and scheduling is handled by the
Bobox run-time. An important aspect to note is how the system handles the
varying speed of execution achieved by various components of the pipeline �
load balancing and �ow control.

The Section 5.3 describes the way the data is represented during the com-
putation and how it enables data level parallelism. It gives some technical
details of the implementation and also addresses the issue of values with
variable length. The Section 5.4 provides description of various implemen-
tation details and description of less critical parts of the framework, namely
the support of a dynamic pipeline, the memory allocator for parallel envi-
ronment, the architecture of the Bobox server for data processing, technical
information about implementation, and debugging tools. The Section 5.5
shows the experiments we have performed with the system. Its �rst part
provides results of some of the queries of the SP2Bench SPARQL benchmark
and provides comparison to the in-memory store of Sesame [17]. The second
part contains results of several synthetic benchmarks aimed at testing various
aspects of the parallelization library itself. Finally, the Section 5.6 presents
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related work � alternative parallelization libraries.
The Chapter 6 concludes the text and suggest several directions of fur-

ther research. The thesis also includes two appendices. The environment in
which this research was performed and the people involved are named in the
Appendix A. The Appendix B shows the de�nition of the TriQ algebra �
an older model for an RDF query language that later evolved into TriQuery.
The Appendix C contains the grammar of the TriQuery language.
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Chapter 2

RDF

The RDF � the Resource Description Framework � is a language for represent-
ing information about resources in the World Wide Web [45]. It is intended
for situation where the information is interpreted by machines rather than
people. The resources are identi�ed by URIs (Uniform Resource Identi�ers)
and they are described in terms of simple properties and property values.

Each speci�cation of a value of a property is a statement. Each RDF
statement can be seen as a triple:

• subject � the resource

• predicate � the property being described

• object � the value of the property

The possible values in the RDF are URIs, (typed) literals and blank
nodes. The subject is a URI or blank node, the predicate is always an
URI, and the object may be any of the three. The RDF data are a set of
statements (triples). For a general predicate (there are some cases of pre-
de�ned predicates that are more constrained), there are no limitations on the
combination or number of subjects and objects it is used with. For instance,
one URI may be used as a subject and an object (or even a predicate) in any
number of triples. At the moment, literals may only be used as objects, but
the W3C are considering allowing literals to pose also as subjects.

The blank nodes are similar in function to URIs, however, they have no
universal identi�ers like the URI does. They are only assigned identi�ers
when they are serialized into some textual representation. These identi�ers
are unique for each distinct blank node, but they are only valid within one
serialized document. Traditionally, the serialized identi�ers are written like
this: _:john or _:123.
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Typed literals use type system introduced by the XSD standard [12],
but it can be extended by new data types as long as they conform to the
abstraction de�ned by the RDF standard.

The examples in the following text contain URIs. To conserve space and
improve readability, the URIs are shortened using pre�xes. The pre�xes
include:
ex for http://example.org/
rdf for http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
dc for http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

Then the term ex:test.html stands for http://example.org/test.html
and dc:creator for http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/creator. This
is common notation used for example by the W3C standard documents
and even by the technologies themselves (e.g., quali�ed names in XML or
SPARQL). The individual components of a triple are delimited either by
commas or just spaces. In the latter case, a period is written after each
triple.

For instance, the information �The web page http://example.org/test.html
was created by John Smith.� may be represented in RDF as the following
triple: ex:test.html, dc:creator, "John Smith".

Assuming that the person John Smith is represented by the URI ex:john,
the information may be represented as ex:test.html, dc:creator, ex:john.
The information about John Smith, for instance the actual name, is then
given as a set of statements about the URI ex:john like this:

ex:test.html dc:creator ex:john .

ex:john ex:name "John Smith" .

ex:john ex:mail "john@smith.com" .

2.1 Multigraph interpretation

The RDF can be seen as a directed, labeled multigraph. The subjects and
objects are the nodes of the multigraph. Each statement is transformed into
an edge of the multigraph that connects the node that corresponds to the
subject with the node that corresponds to the object. The node is labeled
with the predicate.

This creates a general directed multigraph � it may contain multiple edges
between two nodes or cycles (even cycles on one node). In RDF, one URI
may even be used as a predicate and object � this situation is not directly
re�ected by the multigraph interpretation of the RDF (no edge is added to
the multigraph).
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The example with John Smith would look like this:

ex:test.html ex:john

John Smith john@smith.com

dc:creator

ex:mailex:name

Despite being a multigraph, it is usually referred to as an RDF graph.

2.2 Formal model

The semantics of the RDF are de�ned as a separate standard [39]. The
de�nition uses model theory to specify the semantics of the formal language:
Model theory assumes that the language refers to a �world�, and describes the
minimal conditions that a world must satisfy in order to assign an appropriate
meaning for every expression in the language. The idea is to provide an
abstract, mathematical account of the properties that any such interpretation
must have, making as few assumptions as possible about its actual nature
or intrinsic structure, thereby retaining as much generality as possible. The
chief utility of a formal semantic theory is not to provide any deep analysis
of the nature of the things being described by the language or to suggest
any particular processing model, but rather to provide a technical way to
determine when inference processes are valid, i.e. when they preserve truth.

The basic intuition of model-theoretic semantics is that asserting a sen-
tence makes a claim about the world: it is another way of saying that the
world is, in fact, so arranged as to be an interpretation which makes the
sentence true. In other words, an assertion amounts to stating a constraint
on the possible ways the world might be. In general, the larger an RDF
graph is � the more it says about the world � then the smaller the set of
interpretations that an assertion of the graph allows to be true - the fewer
the ways the world could be, while making the asserted graph true of it.

The exact de�nition of an interpretation can be found in the appropriate
standard, however it is very straightforward and follows the common practice
in model theory.
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2.2.1 Blank nodes

There is a special type of nodes in an RDF graph called blank nodes. Blank
nodes are treated as indicating the existence of a thing, without using the
name of that thing. They serve a purpose similar to existential variables
(whose scope is the whole graph) and they have no meaning outside of the
graph where they are used. For example, when merging two RDF graphs,
no blank node from the �rst graph may be identi�ed with a blank node in
the second graph � they are not supposed to stray outside the scope of the
graph where they were originally de�ned.

A modi�ed example with John Smith may look like this:

ex:test.html dc:creator _:b123 .

_:b123 ex:name "John Smith" .

_:b123 ex:mail "john@smith.com" .

The main di�erence between the two versions is the fact, that one cannot
directly reference the blank node that corresponds to John Smith in the
second version. The identi�er _:b123 used in the example has no meaning
outside the example, so one cannot for instance make a query that �nds the
name connected to _:b123. The only way to reference a blank node is using
the �context� of the node � the statements where it is used. For example,
one could make a query asking for the mail of the person whose name is
John Smith. The advantage is that one does not need to come up with a
URI for every node in the RDF graph. In many cases, such name is not
necessary, since some nodes are never need to be referenced by a name. A
more reasonable example could look like this:

ex:john ex:name "John Smith" .

ex:john ex:mail "john@smith.com" .

ex:john ex:street-address _:b567 .

_:b567 ex:street "Long street" .

_:b567 ex:number 123 .

_:b567 ex:zip "XY1 85" .

_:b567 ex:city "Smithtown" .

In this case, there may be no need to assign an URI to the street address,
since we may intend to always access it starting with John Smith or one of
the literals. For example, to make a query that gets a street address for a
given name or to get the name of a person that resides on a given address.
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2.2.2 Simple entailment between RDF graphs

An important concept in RDF semantics is the entailment. The standard
provides a de�nition under which a set of graphs S (simply) entails another
graph E � a set S of RDF graphs entails a graph E if every interpretation
which satis�es every member of S also satis�es E.

Entailment is the key idea which connects model-theoretic semantics to
real-world applications. Making an assertion amounts to claiming that the
world is an interpretation which assigns the value true to the assertion. If A
entails B, then any interpretation that makes A true also makes B true, so
that an assertion of A already contains the same �meaning� as an assertion of
B; one could say that the meaning of B is somehow contained in, or subsumed
by, that of A. If A and B entail each other, then they both �mean� the same
thing, in the sense that asserting either of them makes the same claim about
the world [39].

Since the scope of this work are only the low-level aspects of RDF process-
ing, we stay on the level of simple entailment, which does not give any spe-
cial meaning (semantic conditions) to a particular vocabulary (�keywords�).
When querying RDF data, we are usually trying to �nd a result that is en-
tailed by the queried data. This is similar to �nding a subgraph [2], but � for
instance � we need to handle the blank nodes more carefully, to cope with
the locality of their identi�ers.

2.2.3 RDF vocabulary and RDF entailment

There are several �keywords� in RDF that have a special meaning, for ex-
ample rdf:type which is used to specify types of resources. Formally, the
standard de�nes an rdf-interpretation, which is more limited than a general
interpretation, so as to only allow the intended interpretation of the speci�ed
RDF terms like rdf:type or rdf:Property.

For example, it states that a resource x is a predicate if and only if it
is stated to be so (using the triple x,rdf:type,rdf:Property). The stan-
dard also provides an in�nite set of axiomatic triples, for example the triple
rdf:type,rdf:type,rdf:Property.

Then, RDF entailment is de�ned using rdf-interpretation (�S rdf-entails
E when every rdf-interpretation which satis�es every member of S also sat-
is�es E�). RDF querying languages often support just some form of simple
entailment, so for example a query that lists all triples does not list the
axiomatic triples.
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2.3 �Special� cases

In a simpli�ed view, an RDF graph may be related to a relational database.
Resources of one type correspond to a table, their properties correspond to
the columns of the table, each resource corresponds to a row of the table,
and each triple is transformed to a cell of the table.

However, the RDF is more �exible and allows to specify more complex
situations than the relational database, which we have just described. For
example, one may specify more triples with the same subject and predicate
but di�erent objects, thus providing multiple values for the property of that
object.

Other interesting cases are given in the following sections. They are
speci�ed directly in the RDF standard.

2.3.1 Rei�cations

A rei�cation is a statement about a statement. It allows the users to (in-
directly) use a triple as a subject in other triples. This can be used, for
instance, to specify that a statement was made by a certain person, or that
it originated from a certain source. The standard provides a rei�cation vo-
cabulary which can be used to describe a triple and make further statements
about it. An example may look like this (_:xxx denotes a blank node not
used elsewhere):

_:xxx rdf:type rdf:Statement .

_:xxx rdf:subject ex:a .

_:xxx rdf:predicate ex:b .

_:xxx rdf:object ex:c .

_:xxx ex:asserted-by ex:John .

These statements �rst describe a triple ex:a,ex:b,ex:c and then make
a statement about the triple. Note, that the triple itself may not necessarily
be present in the RDF graph.

2.3.2 Collections and containers

The RDF also provides vocabulary for several types of containers and col-
lections. The container may either be a bag, a sequence or a collection of
alternatives. The elements of the container are speci�ed using the predicates
rdf:_1, rdf:_2 etc.
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Collections are list structures connected by head-tail links (using the pred-
icates rdf:first and rdf:rest) and terminated by rdf:nil. An example
may look like this:

_:c1 rdf:first <ex:aaa> .

_:c1 rdf:rest _:c2 .

_:c2 rdf:first <ex:bbb> .

_:c2 rdf:rest rdf:nil .

This de�nes the blank node _:c1 to be the list (ex:aaa, ex:bbb). It also
de�nes _:c2 to be the list (ex:bbb).

2.4 Related standards

The RDF is intended as the basic building block on which new, more ad-
vanced Semantic Web technologies can be built. They often use the RDF in
two ways. First, they work with data stored as RDF and use the formal se-
mantics provided by the RDF. Second, they use RDF as the format in which
the information added by these new technologies is stored. For example, the
RDFS schemas and OWL ontologies are stored as a set of RDF triples.

2.4.1 RDF Schema (RDFS)

The RDF does not de�ne or enforce any type constraints on the statements,
except for some limitations placed on pre-de�ned RDF vocabulary. This
functionality is added by the RDFS standard (the RDF Schema [15]). It
de�nes vocabulary that can be used to constraints (domain and range) on
the predicates and a class hierarchy (parent-child relation) not only among
resources, but also predicates. The schema is represented as a set of RDF
statements. Consider the following example:

ex:MotorVehicle rdf:type rdfs:Class .

ex:PassengerVehicle rdfs:subClassOf ex:MotorVehicle .

ex:Van rdfs:subClassOf ex:MotorVehicle .

ex:MiniVan rdfs:subClassOf ex:Van .

ex:MiniVan rdfs:subClassOf ex:PassengerVehicle .

The RDFS de�nes rdfs:subClassOf to be transitive, so ex:MiniVan

is also a subclass of ex:MotorVehicle. Note that RDFS allows �multiple
inheritance�, i.e. the ex:MiniVan is a subclass of two classes.
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Another example that demonstrates the domain and range constraints
may look like this:

ex:hasMother rdf:type rdf:Property .

ex:hasMother rdfs:range ex:Female .

ex:hasMother rdfs:range ex:Person .

ex:hasMother rdfs:domain ex:Person .

This de�nes the property ex:hasMother � it is a property of a person
but the range must be a person AND a female. Usually, ex:Female would
be a subclass of ex:Person making the requirement that the range must be
a person redundant.

2.4.2 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

To allow computers to �understand� the data a more complex system was
created. The OWL (Web Ontology Language [46, 60]) provides vocabulary
and formal semantics for RDF to allow reasoning on the RDF data. It is
used to de�ne ontologies, that de�ne meaning of the terms and relationships
between the terms. The RDFS vocabulary and semantics is used by OWL,
but it provides the users with more ways of specifying constraints, for example
to specify cardinality of predicates or the fact than one predicate is inverse
of another.

The following example shows a de�nition of a class AllStarBaseballTeam.
It is de�ned as being equivalent to an intersection of a AllStarTeam and
BaseballTeam. Note the use of _:y which is an RDF collection that con-
tains AllStarTeam and BaseballTeam.

_:AllStarBaseballTeam rdf:type owl:Class .

_:AllStarBaseballTeam owl:equivalentClass _:x .

_:x rdf:type owl:Class .

_:x owl:intersectionOf _:y .

_:y rdf:first _:AllStarTeam .

_:y rdf:rest _:z .

_:z rdf:first _:BaseballTeam .

_:z rdf:rest rdf:nil .

In this work, we focus purely on the RDF data, without the semantics
that may be added by OWL. We see it as the basic data format, that may
be used to build more complex applications that add the semantics to the
plain data, for instance the OWL reasoners.
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2.4.3 RDF/XML

Another important standard related to the RDF is the RDF/XML [3]. It is
a serialization format used to physically store RDF data and in exchange of
information. A complete example of RDF document that gives properties of
the web page with the RDF/XML standard looks like this:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"

xmlns:ex="http://example.org/stuff/1.0/">

<rdf:Description

rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar"

dc:title="RDF/XML Syntax Specification (Revised)">

<ex:editor>

<rdf:Description ex:fullName="Dave Beckett">

<ex:homePage rdf:resource="http://purl.org/net/dajobe/" />

</rdf:Description>

</ex:editor>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

An interesting and useful feature of RDF/XML is the fact, that it uses
RDF-speci�c namespaces, so it may be used in combination with other XML
schemas, especially XHTML. This way, the users may add semantic annota-
tion to existing web pages without breaking the page � the browsers that do
not understand RDF/XML will ignore it and display the page correctly.
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Chapter 3

RDF visualization

The RDF data format is a general data format and since the very beginning
it was intended to handle very diverse domains. To work with such data, the
developer needs to get some idea of what the data look like.

Since the RDF data is supposed to always come with some kind of schema,
usually RDFS, or even ontology (OWL, KAON, . . . ), the developer can use
them to get some basic idea of the structure of the data. But, similar to
the case of relational databases, seeing just the schema is often not enough,
because a lot of useful information can only be obtained from the data or a
more detailed documentation. Such information may include formats of the
�elds (not just the data type but the way in which real data is represented),
which �elds tend to be �lled in and which are often missing, what is the usual
length of certain values, etc. If the detailed documentation is missing, the
actual data may be the only available source of such information.

If this is the case, the developer could start querying the data using
the basic information that he or she acquired from the ontology. But if the
database was a relational database, the preferred choice would probably be to
display contents of the database tables in a form of a (graphical) table and
browse through the data. An RDF visualization software provides similar
options for RDF data.

The following parts of the text describe one such RDF visualizer. We
have created it to present large RDF data to the user using several novel
ideas and algorithms. But there is an important aspect of the visualizer that
the reader should keep in mind and that a�ects the whole design. The target
audience (the users) of the visualizer are software developers. Not the actual
end users of the Semantic Web. The visualizers displays raw RDF data,
which are of very limited use to the end users. Although the graph nature
of RDF data makes the idea of visualization very appealing, it may not be
what the users expect [58].
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Visualization of RDF data brings up several issues. Most important of
them is the size of the data. The data can be huge (millions of nodes and
edges) and contain nodes with extremely high degree (thousands or even
hundreds of thousands). This not only limits the possibilities of drawing the
graph but also the acceptable complexity (both time and space) of the draw-
ing algorithm. Traditional graph-based techniques work very well for small
graphs. Unfortunately, the di�culty of �nding readable layout signi�cantly
increases with the increasing size of the graph. We have therefore focused
on �nding an approach that is e�ective both from complexity and user point
of view. One possibility to partially overcome the problem with large data
is to use incremental navigation [40]. We decided to use the incremental
navigation enhanced by our novel node merging technique so that we can
draw even nodes with large degree. To make the drawing easily readable we
proposed a triangle layout algorithm [24, 25].

The Section 3.1 compares di�erent layout algorithm and gives detailed
description of the triangle layout. The implementation � including the node
merging � is described in the Section 3.2. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discusses some
of the problems with handling very large graphs and the Section 3.5 suggest
adopting a �tabbed view� from web browsers to other visualization software.
The Section 3.6 puts our proposals into a wider perspective.

3.1 Visualization algorithm

Since the RDF data can be extremely large, some kind of incremental ex-
ploration and visualization technique [40] is necessary. The user is given the
possibility to explore the neighborhood of the displayed subgraph by extend-
ing the displayed part of the graph by one (or more) nodes. This way a
navigation tree for the data is created. This tree consists of the nodes and
edges that are currently displayed to the user. The tree is rooted at the
�rst node that was used at the start of the navigation. We focus on drawing
of the navigation tree. The non-tree edges can are drawn as lines between
corresponding nodes [26].

3.1.1 Comparison

There are more approaches to drawing of rooted trees. One of the common
techniques is layered drawing where nodes are placed on layers that contain
nodes with the same depth (distance from the root). This layers can have
di�erent shapes (lines, circles, squares, . . . ). Examples include:
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(a) Vertical Layered Draw-
ing

(b) Radial Drawing (c) Square Layout

(d) Triangle Layout (e) Ferris-Wheel Layout

Figure 3.1: Layout algorithms

Vertical Layered Drawing (Fig. 3.1(a)). The layers are vertical lines.
It is a very simple approach with good results. The paths in the tree
are very easy to follow. This approach is used by Experimental RDF
Visualizer created in HP labs [56], which is also interesting due to the
fact that it avoids non-tree edges by duplicating parts of the graph and
transforming it to a tree. Another example of the vertical layout is
IsaViz [51].

Horizontal Layered Drawing. Is a variant of the vertical layered draw-
ing. It is rarely used because unlike vertical drawing, which o�ers plenty
space for node and edge labels, long node labels make this layout im-
practical.

Radial Drawing (Fig. 3.1(b)). The nodes are placed on concentric cir-
cles with increasing diameters. The root of the tree is placed in the
center. The nodes are usually displayed as circles but as radial draw-
ing is an extremely common technique, there are plenty of variants.
Examples of uses of this technique include gnutellavision [62] and GViz
[61].
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Square Layout (Fig. 3.1(c)). Square layout is a variant of the radial lay-
out that uses concentric squares instead of circles. It is better suited
for drawing rectangular nodes [24].

Triangle Layout (Fig. 3.1(d)). We have introduced the triangle layout
as a modi�cation of our older square layout. Unlike the square layout,
the triangle layout uses only the �rst quadrant of the plane (with co-
ordinate origin in the center of the squares). It is further described in
the following parts of this chapter.

There are more approaches to drawing trees than just layered drawing,
including:

Ferris-Wheel Layout (Fig. 3.1(e)). The Ferris-Wheel layout is inspired
by the radial layout but only leaves that are direct neighbors of a node
are displayed on a circle around the node. Other nodes are positioned
in the drawing space without any sophisticated layout algorithm and
positioning them to a `good' position is left to the user. To handle
nodes with high degree, the user is given the option to zoom in on
one of the circles (called wheels) and gradually explore the nodes by
rotating the wheel. This approach is used in PGV [21].

Spring Embedding. Spring Embedding does not specify an exact algo-
rithm for positioning of the nodes. The nodes are connected by springs
that either pull them together or push them apart. Then the e�ect of
the springs is simulated until a stable position is reached. In the basic
version, the connected nodes are connected by springs that pull them
together and unconnected nodes with ones that push them apart. By
changing power or direction of the springs, layouts with more complex
characteristics can be achieved. This approach is used for instance in
RDF Gravity [38].

Although many di�erent techniques can be used for the visualization, it is
di�cult to �nd a precise way of evaluating them. We have set up several
criteria to compare di�erent layout techniques. Some of these criteria are
requirements imposed on the layout algorithms by the nature of the RDF data
while other criteria were set up to improve user-friendliness of the resulting
application. Note that numbers in parentheses after the criteria de�nitions
correspond to numbers of columns in the Table 3.1.

Data-imposed criteria Based on the experience with real RDF data we
can assume that the data will contain nodes with high degree. Even such
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Radial Layout / part of , , C A
annulus wedge

Vertical Layered B whole layer / , to the right ,
Horizontal Layered B whole layer / , downwards /
Square Layout , limited , ,// / ,
Triangle Layout , whole layer , , C ,
Ferris-Wheel , not limited 0 , / /
Spring Embedding B not limited 0 / / ,
A: The radial layout is best suited for drawing circular nodes. With rectangular

nodes the available area can be used ine�ciently if the nodes are placed onto

the layer in a wrong order. If incremental navigation is used, the correct

order cannot be maintained without reordering the nodes.

B: The node merging � can be used to handle nodes with high degree.

C: Although the path does not follow a direct route from the center, it generally

follows a certain direction without signi�cant de�ections.

Table 3.1: Comparison of di�erent layout techniques

nodes should be displayable without making the visualization unreadable to
the user (1). For the same reason the area that can be used to draw children
of a node should not be too limited (2). Although it may not always be the
case, there is a signi�cant chance that number of nodes on each level will be
much larger than on the previous one. Thus it may be useful if the size of
the layers increases gradually (3).

User-imposed criteria The visualization should be well arranged. But
there is no general understanding of what that means [41]. We have picked
several criteria we believe are important when working with RDF data.

The user should be able to easily locate ancestor and descendants of a
node (4). If the user follows a certain path through the tree, then the whole
path should at least roughly maintain the same direction (5). Last but not
least, the area required to draw the graph should not be too large (6).

We have evaluated the listed drawing techniques according to the selected
criteria. The results are summarized in the Table 3.1. The presented results
are either claimed by the authors of the individual algorithms or can be
easily deduced by examining the algorithms. Although this is certainly not
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a de�nitive comparison of existing tree drawing techniques, the results show
that the idea of triangle layout is worth exploring. We have created an
experimental implementation. There is currently no other implementation
we are aware of.

The next part of the text gives a more detailed description of the trian-
gle layout algorithm and it's properties while Section 3.2 is focused on the
implementation.

3.1.2 Triangle layout algorithm

The purpose of the algorithm is to determine positions of the nodes from
part of the graph that is visible at the moment. The edges of the graph that
the user used to reach the visible nodes form a navigation tree T with root
rT . The children of a node v are the nodes that were reached by exploring
edges connecting them to the node v. The order of the children is the same
as the order in which they were reached. All nodes with the same distance
from the root form a layer. A node with distance i from the root is placed in
layer li (by L(h) we denote nodes on the level h of the tree and L(0) = {rT}).
Layers are represented as lines connecting [ri, 0] and [0, ri], where the value
ri is called radius of layer li.

The nodes are drawn as rectangles Γ(v) that are H(v) pixels high and
W (v) pixels wide. They are labeled by URI or literal value of the node they
represent and also display a list of edges that start or end in the node (for
further details see Subsection 3.2.1). The rectangle Γ(v) representing node
v ∈ L(i) is placed from the outside of the line representing li (we place the
lower left corner of the rectangle onto the line). The corner of the rectangle
Γ(v) that lies on the layer is denoted γ0(v) in the following text, while the
opposite corner is denoted γ1(v).

The radius ri of each level is computed so that ri+1 > ri and to make sure
there is enough space to place all nodes that belong to the layer li.This is
in�uenced by the fact that we place descendants of a node v into a so called
angle of in�uence of the node v. The angle of in�uence is actually de�ned by
two angles that de�ne lower and upper boundary where all descendants (even
indirect ones) must �t. This way each path from the root is given a certain
direction to follow, which was one of the user-imposed criteria de�ned in
the previous section. Having α1(v), α2(v) ∈ ⟨0, 90⟩ and radius r the vertical
range (height of the available space in pixels) available to node v is

D(v) = r.

(
sin α1(v)

sin α1(v) + cos α1(v)
− sin α2(v)

sin α2(v) + cos α2(v)

)
We �t the successors of v into this vertical range. Let v1 . . . vk be the children
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(a) The vertical range (b) Vertical range distribution

Figure 3.2: Layout algorithm � explanation

of the node v and let vi have a size of H(vi)×W (vi). If the minimal distance
between nodes is δ, then the minimal required vertical space for the children
of v is Σk

i=1(H(vi) + δ). Hence the inequality D(v) > Σk
i=1(H(vi) + δ) should

hold.

The layout algorithm �rst displays the root on the coordinate origin (i.e.
r0 = 0). For each depth h of the tree (beginning with h = 1) the algorithm
works as follows (see also Fig. 3.2):
Let rcont be such radius, that triangle [rcont, 0], [0, 0], [0, rcont] completely con-
tains all nodes in layers l1 . . . lh−1. For each node v ∈ L(h − 1) the angle of
in�uence has already been computed. Let v1 . . . vk be the children of v and
H(v1) . . . H(vk) their heights. From the inequality D(v) > Σk

i=1(H(vi) + δ)
we compute the minimal required radius rmin for the children of v. Let r be
the maximum of the minimal required radii and the radius rcont. The nodes
from L(h) will be placed on layer with radius r. Radius r of the square and
the angle of in�uence of node v determine the vertical range D(v) for the
sub-tree rooted in v. The distance δ(v) between the children of v has to be
recomputed from the inequality D(v) > Σk

i=1(H(vi) + δ(v)). Now, having
global parameter r � radius of the layer and for each node v ∈ L(h− 1) the
parameter δ(v), we can compute the display coordinates of children of v and
their angles of in�uence. More formally, for each vi with height H(vi) we
determine the angle of in�uence of vi and the coordinates of γ0(vi).

The angle of in�uence of the node v is divided among the children of v
according to a function f : V → ⟨0, 1⟩ where Σk

i=1f(vi) = 1.

Layout algorithm(T )
1 γ0(rT )← [0, 0] //P lace the root rT to the coordinates origin
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2 α1(rT )← 0, α2(rT )← 90
3 for each h in {1, 2, . . .}
4 do

5 for each v in L(h− 1)
6 do COUNT(rmin(v))
7 r ← max{rcont,max{rmin(v) | v ∈ L(h− 1)}}
8

9 for each v in L(h− 1)
10 do COUNT(δ(v))

11 D(v)← r ·
(

sin α2(v)
sin α2(v)+cos α2(v)

− sin α1(v)
sin α1(v)+cos α1(v)

)
12 for each v in L(h− 1)
13 do α1(v0)← α2(v), γ ← α2(v)
14 for i = 1 to k
15 do

16 yaux ← r · sin γ
sin γ+cos γ −H(vi)− δ(v)

17 γ ← arctg yaux
r−yaux

18 y(vi)← yaux +
δ(v)
2

19 x(vi)← r − y(vi)
20

21 α2(vi)← α1(vi−1)

22 yaux ← r · sin α2(vi)
sin α2(vi)+cos α2(vi)

− f(vi) ·D(v)

23 α1(vi)← arctg yaux
r−yaux

3.1.3 Vertical range distribution

The angle of in�uence of a node is divided among its children according to
the function f . Let v be a node and u1 . . . uk the children of v. The only
constraint for the function f imposed by the algorithm is that Σk

i=1f(ui) = 1.
The choice of the function greatly a�ects the behavior of the visualization
algorithm. In [24] we proposed the following de�nition of f .

f(ui) =
H(ui) + δ∑k

j=1(H(uj) + δ)

In the following text we use rreqi (v) to denote the minimal radius of layer li
such that all children of node v ∈ L(i − 1) �t into the angle of in�uence of
the node v. We also use rreqi for max{rreqi (v) | v ∈ L(i− 1)}.
Consider a tree (see Figure 3.3) Tk,p = (V,E) where all nodes are of the same
size ( H and W ) and

V = {v0,1} ∪ {vi,j | i ∈ {1 . . . p} ∧ j ∈ {1 . . . k}}
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(a) Tk,p = (V,E) (b) Tree T3,3

Figure 3.3: Example of a tree that requires large area

E = {(vi,1, vi+1,j) | i ∈ {0 . . . p− 1} ∧ j ∈ {1 . . . k}}

On every level of the tree, there is a critical node v such that rreqi+1(v) = rreqi+1.
Clearly v0,1 . . . vp−1,1 are critical nodes. We denote vi,1 as vi in the following
text.

For a critical node vi the angle of in�uence covers
(∏i−1

j=0 k
)−1

of the total

vertical range of level li+1. We need to place k children of vi into this fraction
of the vertical range. Thus rreqi+1 of the level li+1 is r

req
i+1 = rreqi+1(vi) = H.

∏i
j=0 k.

The number of nodes in the tree Tk,p is N = k.p+1, so the radius of lp is

rp ≥ rreqp = H · kp = H ·
(
N − 1

p

)p

So the area required to draw the graph grows exponentially with the
number of nodes. This is not a good result from the theoretical point of
view and it was also con�rmed by the implementation of the algorithm using
real-world data.

A better choice seems to be such function f where the value of f(ui) is
the number of nodes of T (ui) (the tree rooted in ui) divided by the number
of nodes of T (v). In the following text we will prove, that this function
produces better drawings of the tree. The number of the nodes of T (v) is
denoted N(v) while N denotes the number of nodes in the whole tree. First,
we compute H = max{H(v) + δ | v ∈ V } and W = max{W (v) + δ | v ∈ V }
and use them as the heights and widths of all nodes in the graph and use
δ = 0.

Lemma 3.1.1 Every node v is assigned at least N(v)
N

of the vertical range
available to the whole layer that the v is positioned on.

Proof 3.1.2 For the root rT the statement holds (N(v)
N

= 1).
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Let v be a child of rT . Then v is assigned N(v)
N−1

of the vertical range and
N(v)
N−1

> N(v)
N

so the statement holds.

Let v be a child of u. We already know, that u was assigned at least N(u)
N

of the vertical range. This vertical range is divided among the children of u.
The node v is assigned N(v)

N(u)−1
of the range of u, which totals to N(u)

N
N(v)

N(u)−1
=

N(u)
N(u)−1

N(v)
N

. Since N(u)
N(u)−1

N(v)
N

> N(v)
N

the statement holds. �

Lemma 3.1.3 For every node v ∈ L(i − 1) the required radius rreqi (v) is at
most N ·H.

Proof 3.1.4 The node v is assigned at least N(v)
N

of the vertical range. The
range has to be divided among the children of v which means at most N(v)−1
nodes. Height of each child is H so the total height of the children of v is
at most H · (N(v)− 1). The N(v)

N
fraction of the whole vertical range has to

cover the height of the children and since the total vertical range is equal to
the radius ri the value of ri must be big enough for ri

N(v)
N
≥ H(N(v)− 1) to

hold. This is equivalent to ri ≥ H N(v)−1
N(v)

N . The value ri = N ·H ful�lls this

condition. The condition ri ≥ max{rreqi (v) | v ∈ L(i)} implies rreqi (v) ≤ ri =
H ·N . �

For every layer li of the tree, the radius rreqi required to �t all children is
lesser than N ·H. The actual radius of layer li is one of the following

• rreqi if ri−1 + (H +W ) < rreqi

• (H +W ) · i if the path to the root contains no layer j where rreqj = rj.

• rreqj +(i− j− 1) · (H +W ) where lj is the �rst layer on the path to the
root where rreqj = rj.

The maximal number of layers is N − 1. For the last layer lp, the rp is
one of the values:

• rreqp ≤ N ·H (inequation holds due to Lemma 3.1.3)

• (H +W ) · p ≤ (H +W ) ·N since p ≤ N − 1.

• rreqj +(p−j−1)·(H+W ) ≤ rreq1 +(p−2)·(H+W ) ≤ N ·H+N ·(H+W )
(Lemma 3.1.3 and p ≤ N − 1).
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Thus rp ≤ N · H + N · (H + W ) = N(2 · H + W ). The area required
to draw the graph grows quadratically with the number of nodes but also
with the value of H and W . Since for rooted trees the layered drawings have
quadratic area requirement [55], the area is optimal. The widths of the nodes
are limited by the length of the longest label in the data. The heights are
limited by the highest node degree present in the data. Although both of
these numbers could be potentially very large (causing H andW to be large),
for practical reasons they can be limited by much lower threshold (only �rst
part of the labels and some of the edges are displayed). The user may still
be given another way of accessing the complete information. This approach
is used in our implementation.

3.2 Implementation

We have created a stand-alone implementation of the visualizer that processes
a local �le with data. The layout algorithm is implemented independent of
the data-source and the user interface. At the moment, there is a SDL-
based user interface. This interface displays the drawing to the user and
enables him or her to scroll through the whole drawing (it may not �t on
the screen) and expand edges by clicking their label in a merged node. For
implementation reasons, the drawing is turned upside down compared to the
theoretical algorithm, so the origin of the coordinate system is in the upper
left corner and the y-axis grows downwards.

3.2.1 Node merging

We use a technique called node merging to help the user navigate the graph.
Node does not contain only its label but also a list of incoming and outgoing
edges. This allows us to present the neighbors of the node to the user without
using too much space. Important advantage of this approach is the fact that
the user picks only the neighbors he or she is interested in and the view is
then extended only by these nodes. This way we eliminate problem that a
RDF node can have thousands (or even hundreds of thousands) of neighbors.
Without node merging we would either have to display all of the neighbors
which would hardly create a well-arranged and readable drawing of graph or
the algorithm would have to pick only a few of the neighbors to display. If
node merging is used and the number of neighbors is small, the neighbors
can be displayed directly in the node. If the number is higher, the list of
neighbors is displayed in a separate window with the option to �lter the
displayed entries, which allows handling of even nodes with large number of
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neighbors.

Node merging is also useful for displaying a certain type of nodes. RDF
data usually contain nodes representing certain object with outgoing edges
representing its properties, e.g. a person together with his or her name,
date of birth, etc. Merged node for the person will contain the name and
other information directly so the user can see them without expanding the
neighbors. Furthermore a lot of drawing space is conserved since the user
will probably be interested in these values and would otherwise expand all
of the neighbors which may mean adding tens of nodes.

3.2.2 Animation

When the users expands an edge so that a new node is displayed a drawing
of the new tree has to be computed and displayed. To improve the user's
experience the transition between the old drawing and the new drawing is
animated in real-time. This not only `looks nice' but more importantly it
helps the user maintain connection between objects in the old and the new
drawing. Using animation between time-slices to show how nodes and edges
are moved to the new positions may also assist in preserving the mental map
over time [54].

The animation is a simple linear transition of rectangles that represent
nodes and lines that represent edges.

3.2.3 Examples

We have tested the application using the data described in [23]. Figures 3.4
and 3.5 are screenshots of some of the visualizations produced by the system.

Darker nodes represent URIs while white nodes are literals. In the list of
incoming and outgoing edges, the black entries can be clicked and new node
is displayed, the gray ones represent edges that are already expanded.

3.3 Determining points of interest

The great disproportion between the amount of information that can be
stored in an RDF graph and the information that can �t onto a screen means
that the user can only see a small portion of the graph. This section deals
with several types of situation where the visualizer is forced to choose one or
several of many items.
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Figure 3.4: Example of a two-layered tree.

Figure 3.5: Example of a large tree.
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3.3.1 Starting node

Our visualizer starts by displaying one node (in the form of a merged node)
and lets the user navigate to other parts of the graph. The problem is
selecting the best node to start the visualization.

One important aspect to mind is the size of the displayed data � it is often
not possible or viable to load and analyze the whole data when the visualizer
starts. The size of the data may exceed the available memory or loading the
whole data from the data source might take too long. Even if the visualizer
uses a database as its data source, it may not be possible to compute the
optimal starting node at the server side, since most such algorithms use graph
operations which are poorly supported by most RDF databases [1].

On the other hand, we may leverage the fact that RDF databases can store
arbitrary data and that namespaces can be used to store data from di�erent
domains without breaking other applications. This way, the visualizer can
store some meta-information about the data directly in the database. For
instance, one of the nodes can be marked as the best starting node and the
visualizer can start by querying the database for such node.

This eliminates the need to compute the starting node every time the
visualizer starts, but still it has to be computed at some point. The advan-
tage is, that this process can occur at the server thus eliminating the huge
data transfers. For example, application server modules of the Trisolda ar-
chitecture [34] are ideal for this task, but some solution could be used with
any centralized RDF store. This architecture allows us to use even complex
analysis of the whole data to select the starting node.

Selected by authority But let us start with some simpler possibilities.
In some cases, the starting node can be speci�ed manually. For example,
consider RDF data containing organizational structure � in this case, the
root of the structure is probably the best place to start a visualization and
it can easily by de�ned by the database administrator or by the user during
his or her previous session.

Random node Another simple case is the selection of a random node.
This would work for data that correspond to a graph with relatively small
diameter. In that case, any node can be used to quickly navigate to any part
of the graph. The question is determining the random node. One possibility
is to use the server-side processor that selects a node and marks it as a root.
Another, much simpler, is making a database query whose solution is the
list of all triples (or nodes � depending on the query language used). The
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visualizer can either choose a random node from the complete result set or
simply select the �rst record returned by the server.

Center of the RDF graph A whole class of algorithms can be de�ned
as graph-based selection. These focus on the structure of the graph de�ned
by the RDF statements and usually require some server-side processing since
they process the whole data. Obvious examples are �nding the center of the
graph or �nding the node with the highest degree. The idea is that such
nodes provide good access to the rest of the graph. Using the center of the
graph produces undesirable result if the graph contains a long path � in that
case the start node can easily be near the center of the path forcing the user
to navigate to one end. This situation can occur if there is a big collection
represented as a �rst-rest type of a linked list.

Node with highest degree Using a node with the highest degree is even
more likely to select a bad starting point. The reason is, that e.g. node that
represents the numeric literal 1 is very likely to have a high degree and it
may be connected to many di�erent types of nodes. In that case, we face a
problem very similar to the starting node selection problem, only the number
of possibilities is limited.

PageRank An interesting option is some variant of the PageRank [49]
algorithm. But it is problematic, since in the visualization incoming and
outgoing edges are equally important and the PageRank would likely select
a node with high number of incoming edges, resulting in the same problem
that was described for the highest degree selecting algorithm.

Search dialog A completely di�erent approach is to start the visualizer
with a search dialog that allows the user to select a node. The problem is that
the user has to be at least partially familiar with the data. An alternative is
to list all predicates used in the data. Their number should be much lower,
usually tens or hundreds of di�erent URIs. After that, some of the previous
techniques can be used to select the starting node with the limitation that
it must be an endpoint of an edge labeled by the selected predicate. For
instance, one such node can be selected randomly.

Visit history Yet another variant is to strengthen the cooperation between
the server and the visualizer. As the user navigates the data, the visualizer
informs the server about the nodes the user visited and the server keeps the
statistics. As was mentioned earlier, this information can be stored by the
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RDF store alongside the actual data. The starting node is determined by
randomly selecting one of the nodes that was visited most times. Note that
displaying a node as one item in the merged node is not considered to by
a visit to the node. The user must actually navigate to the node � this
eliminates the problems caused by common literals (like the number 1).

Unconnected graphs So far we have assumed that the visualized graph
is connected, i.e. there is a (non-directed) path between any two nodes. But
the RDF data need not look that way, even though they usually do, since
for example the whole data may share the same class hierarchy or two parts
may be connected via a literal.

If the data is not connected and we cannot use server-side analysis, there
is no way to handle the problem since we need (almost) the whole data to
check whether it is connected or not.

With server side processing we can identify the components of the graph
and then select starting node for each of them separately. Then we create
a virtual node and connect it to all of the individual starting nodes. The
virtual node and the new edges are sent to the user as the starting (merged)
node. While we could present the user with some list of components, this
solution should be just as useful and does not introduce new concepts to the
visualizer application.

Based on these options, we have decided to use the following solution. If
the data on the server contain information about preferred starting node, it
is used. If no server side processing can be done and the data is read from
a remote data source (a database), we can only use a random starting node.
This means, that if the data is not connected, the user cannot access the
whole data. If the data can be made available locally (e.g., if the visualizer
is used to process one local RDF �le or we know that the size of the data is
comparable to the transfer rate from the server and locally available memory)
we use the random node approach but extended with component handling
described in the previous paragraph. If server-side processing is available we
perform component analysis on the server and then return random node for
each component.

A search dialog is an interesting option for any situation, but its design
and capabilities have to be tailored to the actual data access layer used by
the visualizer. Still, it should be present at least in some limited form in all
situations. To at least handle the situation where the user is interested in
one speci�c node (i.e., the URI or literal value is known).

It is tempting to include the statistics of users' behavior. The problem
with this approach is the use-case we are trying to handle, i.e. pure RDF
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visualization for software developers. For this approach to work, we need to
collect reasonably large sample. This means having large group of developers
working on the same data set. When new developer joins the team, he or
she may bene�t from the usage data already collected, but it is questionable
whether the relatively large e�ort is worth it. Despite all these doubts, we
plan to test such system in the future.

3.3.2 Nodes with high degree

In order to create only reasonable drawings of the displayed graph, we can-
not allow merged nodes to have arbitrary height. The maximal reasonable
number of edges displayed in a merged node seems to be somewhere between
20 and 40. But the actual degree of a node can go to thousands or in extreme
cases even millions (one of our test data sets contains a node with around
1.3 million neighbors, although it was a rather pathological situation).

As we have already mentioned, while the number of incident edges (i.e.
statements that contain the value represented by the node in question) can
be very large, the total number of di�erent predicates is usually small. If this
is the case, we can display only one row for each predicate either listing the
predicate and total number of edges or predicate, total number of edges and
one example. The choice depends on the data layer � whether it is capable
of providing just the number in a much more e�cient way (e.g., a variant
of SQL's select count(*) ...group by ...) than providing the number
and the example (e.g., by listing all nodes). To help the user backtrack his
or her way through the graph, the edge connecting a node to its parent (the
node it was reached from) is always displayed as a separate line. This is
also done with the edges that connect the node to any other node that is
currently displayed, providing that the number of such edges is small.

There is one typical situation where the predicate based �compression�
would not work. The RDF recommendation provides vocabulary for con-
tainers and members of a container are speci�ed by sequentially numbered
predicates. This usually means that there are as many di�erent predicates as
there are outgoing edges. Fortunately, this situation is easily distinguishable
and can be solved by displaying only some elements stored in the container.
The actual of displayed elements depends on the count of other incident edges
� such edges have precedence over the elements in the container and they are
handled as if there were no elements only with slightly lower limit for the
number of rows � we always want to display at least a few elements stored
in the container.

If even the reduced number of rows that should be displayed in the merged
node is too high, we display only the most important (with highest cardinal-
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ity) rows and use the last row to inform the user about the total number of
edges and predicates that had to be omitted.

It is obvious that we need to provide the user with some way of accessing
even the edges that have not been displayed in the merged node. Such
situation is always represented graphically � either the number of edges with
the same predicate is displayed or the rows-omitted notice is present. In
such case the user can display a special dialog that can be used to search the
complete list of incident edges. The user can specify a substring or regular
expression (this once again depends on the capabilities of the underlying
data layer � some RDF stores can handle regular expressions, some can not)
for the value of subject, predicate or object and all edges that satisfy the
condition are displayed.

Note that it does not make sense to specify both subject and object since
one of them must be equal to the node whose neighbors we are exploring.
The predicate can be selected from the list of all relevant predicates since �
as we have already stated � their number is small in most cases.

The user can select any node displayed this way and expand the current
view of the graph by addition of that node.

3.4 Big fat graphs

As we have already stated, we cannot display the whole data as their amount
cannot even be processed in reasonable time, let alone display it within rea-
sonable space. Of course there are visualizations, where this can be done (for
example visualizations of web page relations or large social networks), yet
their purpose is to only suggest the overall structure of the data, not display
individual items.

Although our visualization � the triangle layout algorithm � produces
asymptotically optimal area [28], the layout alone can not overcome the prob-
lem raised by the large size of the graph. Some navigation in the graph is
necessary. There are three basic ways for navigation in large graphs [40]:

Zoom Zoom is traditional tool in visualization. It is well suited for graphs,
since in most cases the zoom can be made easily by scaling the image. How-
ever, for the zoom we have to draw the whole image (whole RDF graph) �rst.
This is often impossible since the size of the data may exceed the available
memory or the load time may be way too long.

Focus+context Another well known problem with zooming is the loss of
the context. This can be partially overcome by displaying a map of the whole
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(a) Map (b) Focus

(c) Cartesian �sheye view (the
same focus)

Figure 3.6: Additional navigation

graph. Other possibility is to draw focus and context in the same image. For
this purpose the �sheye technique can be used. The technique is independent
of the layout algorithm and is practically a separate processing step on the
graphical layout of the graph. The view of the graph enlarges the area of
interest (the so called focus) and shows the other parts of graph with less
details (e.g. more distant parts are smaller).

Incremental exploration As we have already mentioned, the size of the
graph may prevent us from processing it all at once. Incremental navigation
is a good choice in such cases. Only a small part of the graph � a logical
frame � is displayed (possibly even just one node) and then according to
some strategy new logical frames are generated as modi�cations of previous
frames.

In our RDF visualizer we use the incremental exploration, where the user
navigates the data by adding connected nodes to the already visible part of
the graph. However, even by the navigation the graph may grow more than
we can display. Therefore we need additional navigation in the displayed
view. For this purpose either a map (see Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b)) of the
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context or a cartesian �sheye view (see Figure 3.6(c)) may be used. Since
the current frame (displayed part of the whole data) is smaller than the data
by several orders of magnitude, we can use the techniques without worrying
about required memory and computational time.

3.5 Multiple views

One of the signi�cant advances in web browsers was the addition of tabs, i.e.
the ability to display more pages withing one browser instance and quickly
switch between them. This feature has quickly become very popular. Some
people use even tens of tabs while they surf the Web, requiring additional
improvements to the tabs support in browsers or third party plug-ins to
better organize the tabs.

Two common usage scenarios are browsing pages like Wikipedia or e-
shopping. In the �rst case many users tend to read one page and when they
encounter an interesting link they open it as a new tab but continue reading
the original page. The opened tabs contain topics the user intends to read in
the future. When shopping, one common practice is to browse the categories
in the shop and open pages for items that appear interesting at a �rst glance
in new tabs. After browsing the categories, the user explores the selected
items in greater detail and closes the tabs with items he or she is no longer
interested in.

These are similar to some of the ways an RDF visualizer can be used.
The user is either exploring the data and he or she may come to a point
where two or more promising directions of further navigation are at hand.
Or the user may be �shopping� for interesting data, i.e. searching for data
items that are worth further analysis or processing.

Addition of tabs to an RDF visualizer is very straightforward � all possible
drawings (the basic view, node neighbor explorer, special views like rei�cation
view [33] or neighbor view, . . . ) can be displayed as a tab. At any point
where such view can be opened, it can be opened as a new tab. Furthermore,
any node in any view can be used to open new tab with the visualization
containing only the selected node because it is displayed as a merged node
so the user can navigate (explore) the neighborhood of the node.

3.6 Related work

Since RDF data have been around for quite some time, there are already
several tools that try to visualize it. Many of them display the whole graph,
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which is not suitable for large data because it requires too much resources
and the resulting view is not clear. The visual navigation is impossible in
this case. However, there are still some other tools that also allow the visual
navigation in the RDF data. The three most relevant to our case are the
following:

Node-centric RDF Graph Visualization The RDF visualization soft-
ware by the HP company [56] is one of the few tools that do not try to display
the RDF graph precisely. According to the user's choice, it always displays
tree of node's ancestors and descendants. If any of them can be reached by
more than one path (which would create a non-tree edge in our solution) the
node is displayed multiple times (once for each path) which preserves the
tree structure of descendants and ancestors. One disadvantage of this tool
is that it only displays two levels of ancestors and descendants and does not
try to handle nodes with high degree.

Paged Graph Visualization (PGV) The PGV [21] is similar to our tool
because it does not try to display the whole graph. Incremental algorithm is
used to layout the explored sub-graphs. However, the expansion of the view is
the only navigation operation in the PGV explorer. Moreover, the expansion
extends the view by all neighbors of selected node. It can be problem mainly
with nodes that have high degree. Even though authors claim that the Ferris-
Wheel technique handles high-degree nodes (but only with nodes having at
most hundreds of neighbors) the expansion of all neighbors of such node is
too space consuming, especially if no reduction of the view is allowed.

IsaViz IsaViz [51] is a visual environment for browsing and authoring RDF
models, represented as directed graphs. The graph is visualized once and can
be explored using cameras that can be moved and zoomed. The user can not
reduce or modify the view and can only browse the whole graph. If the graph
is too big even the zooming may not lead to easily readable view.

Despite signi�cant diversity of available visualization tools for RDF data,
only a few of them can be used to visualize large data. None of the tools
uses technique similar to our node merging and all of them run into trouble
when the data contain nodes with very high degree although such nodes can
commonly be found in the real world data. In many of the systems, the
navigation in the graph is not supported or is limited to browsing through
the whole displayed graph.

Some of the approaches described in the Section 3.3 are dependent on
the node merging technique, but most of them can either be used directly
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in other visualizers, adapted for di�erent drawings or the visualizers can be
extended to support node merging (this would be possible in many of them).
The starting node selection problem is common for all visualizers. Since
most of the visualizers always display all neighbors of a node, the problem of
picking the rows to display in a merged node do not apply to them directly.

But in order to display nodes with extremely high degree, some of them
would have to adopt a similar approach since most drawings of the RDF
graph cannot reasonably handle nodes with a million or more neighbors.

The node neighbor explorer could be used in any visualizer as well as
tabbed browsing. Most of the visualizers already have their ways to handle
large graphs.
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Chapter 4

TriQuery

The ability to extract information (make queries) is very important for any
data format. The RDF is a low-level data format, comparable to relational
databases. This means that the queries will be written by software devel-
opers that are building a semantic-enabled application. The SQL provides
developers with tools to access relational databases in a e�cient, yet simple
and well de�ned way. SPARQL � the most notable RDF query language
� is not very powerful, yet from the point of view of an SQL developer, it
has a fairly complex and often counter-intuitive syntax and formal model.
This creates an opportunity for improvement and exploration of new direc-
tions in the area of RDF querying. We decided to take the more exploratory
approach.

We have developed a new algebra for RDF querying, based on some of
the fundamental ideas of relational algebra and RDF. The de�nition is given
in the Appendix B. But it does not give any query language built on top
of the algebra. Even though developing a new language would have been an
interesting undertaking, in the end we decided not to go that way. There were
two main reasons; �rst, there are already many di�erent query languages for
RDF [53, 16, 47, 37]. Second, the alternative solution we have created has
opened up new interesting areas.

The alternative was to extend an existing, well established language with
RDF support. In the end, we chose the XQuery language [13] for several
reasons: even though it is a compact and well de�ned language, it is powerful
(Turing complete [48]), it is also a popular language with both software
developers and scienti�c community. But the most important reason is the
fact, that it allows us to work with RDF and XML within one language. For
instance, the RDF data can be transformed into an XML document before
they are returned from the query, thus leaving the choice of the output format
to the user.
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Extending the XQuery language with RDF querying capabilities has al-
ready been tried [52]. But we decided to take a more invasive approach � to
make more substantial changes to XQuery, for instance adding new rules to
the grammar of the language or adding a completely new kind of value that a
variable can be bound to. The result of these changes will be called TriQuery
in the rest of the text, as it still derives many ideas from the original TriQ
proposal. We were able to preserve many of the interesting capabilities pro-
vided by TriQ, but were forced to abandon the TriQ data model and create a
new one, better suited for integration into the existing XQuery data model.

A direct advantage of TriQuery is that it can be used to transform RDF
to XML and back. Although this could be performed over RDF/XML [3]
by pure XQuery, our goal is to use a native RDF database and specially
suited techniques for RDF query handling, thus achieving signi�cantly better
performance.

An obvious drawback is that TriQuery cannot easily be implemented on
top of an existing XQuery processor. Currently, we are building an XQuery
processor for the Bobox architecture (the architecture is described in detail
in the Chapter 5; the XQuery processor is a separate work [4]) and since the
architecture requires most of the processor to be written from scratch, we
can modify it to handle TriQuery as well.

4.1 XQuery essentials

Let us �rs brie�y recollect some basic principles of XQuery. The basic build-
ing block of XQuery is an expression, which may be constructed from key-
words, symbols, and operands. XQuery allows expressions to be nested with
full generality. An expression evaluates to an ordered sequence of items. An
item is either an atomic value (string literal, numeric literal, etc.) or a node
reference � a reference to a node in an XML tree.

An important part of the language are the XPath operators [20, 9]. In
fact, any valid XPath 2.0 expression is also a valid XQuery expression. This
allows the user to navigate XML trees. Given a context within a XML tree,
the following example selects the �fth para child of the context node that
have a type attribute with value warning:

para[@type="warning"][5]

Besides that, XQuery includes the FLWOR expression which is an acronym
that stands for FOR, LET, WHERE, ORDER BY, RETURN. FOR and LET is used
to generate a sequence of bound variables, WHERE �lters the sequence, ORDER
BY reorders it, and the RETURN creates the result from the sequence of bound
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variables. The RETURN is a mandatory (last) part, while WHERE and ORDER BY

are optional. The expression may start with any number of FOR and LET ex-
pressions arbitrarily interleaved. The di�erence between FOR and LET is that
FOR iterates the sequence (the second argument of the expression) while LET
stores the whole sequence into the variable. Consider the following example:

for $d in fn:doc("depts.xml")/depts/deptno

let $e := fn:doc("emps.xml")/emps/emp[deptno = $d]

where fn:count($e) >= 10

order by fn:avg($e/salary) descending

return $d

The $d variable iterates the department numbers and for each value, the
collection of employees of that department is stored in $e. This means that
when the WHERE clause is evaluated, $e is the sequence and it may test the
number of elements in the sequence. The same holds for the ORDER BY clause,
so the sequence of variable bindings (the sequence of $ds in this case) may
be sorted by the average salary. The $e/salary expression evaluates to a
sequence of salary children of members of $e. Then, the fn:avg function
computes the average of that sequence.

The last example used pre-de�ne functions to access XML �les (fn:doc)
and process sequences (fn:count and fn:avg). Besides several built-in func-
tions, the XQuery also supports user-de�ned functions. For example, the
following function adds one to each element of the sequence passed as the
argument:

declare function local:add-one($vals as xs:integer*)

as xs:integer*

{

for $val in $vals

return $val + 1

};

The type of the argument is checked at runtime. The functions may freely
use recursion, although their support is limited in some implementations.

Another important part of the language are the constructors. They allow
the user to create new XML fragments. For instance, the following example
the following function converts a sequence of numbers into a sequence of
XML nodes:

declare function local:add-one($vals as xs:integer*)

as element(value)*
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{

for $val in $vals

return <value>$val</value>

};

The language also includes the usual mathematical operations, compari-
son operators and logical operators.

4.2 Records in XQuery

We extend the XQuery language to handle records � a structured piece of
data in the form �identi�er - value�. Each record has a set of identi�ers (�eld
names) and a value corresponds to each of these identi�ers (�eld value). The
set of identi�ers either consists of quali�ed names to form a named record or
a sequence of numbers 1..n to form an anonymous record. The �eld values
are sequences of items.

Sequences of records can be used in TriQuery as values of expressions.
This of course requires us to extend most of the XQuery constructs to handle
such sequences. These de�nitions are presented in the following section, along
with examples of their use.

The following text references several concepts de�ned by the XQuery or
related standards:
(basic) item � an atomic value or a node reference,
V al � the set of all items and sequences of such items [36],
QName � the set of all quali�ed names [14].

4.2.1 De�nitions and examples

Our �rst extension of XQuery is the addition of records to create an extended
item. The extended items are used instead of the basic items in all situations,
except for the situations where we explicitly specify otherwise. This is a
signi�cant modi�cation of the language and its semantics, but it greatly
simpli�es the inclusion of RDF querying into XQuery and it also creates new
possibilities even when RDF is not used.

(anonymous/named) record, signature A record is a partial function
from QName ∪ N to V al. Note that this does not allow records as �eld
values (nested records). There are three limitations on the domain D of the
function:

• D is �nite
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• either D ⊂ QName (named record) or D ⊂ N (anonymous record)

• if D ⊂ N then D = {1..n}.

An extended item is a basic item or a record. If any sequence contains
a record, we require the sequence to contain nothing but records and also
that all of the records have the same domain D. This domain is called the
signature of the sequence. TriQuery enforces the rule that during statical
analysis of the query, it has to be possible to determine whether any expres-
sion may return a sequence of records and if it does, identify the signature
of the sequence. All de�nitions are created in a way that allows such statical
analysis.

record constructor A record can be created by a record constructor. It
is a language construct similar to the XML constructors already present in
XQuery. There are two versions � for anonymous and named records.

anonymous record constructor [8, "Hello, world!", $x] creates an
anonymous record where 1 is mapped to the integer 8, 2 to the string "Hello,
world!" and 3 to the value of the variable $x. The individual expressions may
be exactly the same as in the case of function call, except that they may not
contain records � this is checked statically.

named record constructor [eight := 8, hello := "Hello, world!",

var := $x] creates a record where the quali�ed name �eight� is mapped to
the integer 8, etc. One �eld name can be used at most once. The constraint
on the expression is the same as with anonymous records.

concatenation of sequences The sequence concatenation � the comma
operator � is extended naturally to handle records. However, if any of the se-
quences contains records, then both sequences must have the same signature.
According to this de�nition, the following query is illegal:

let $x:=[ a:=1, b:=2 ]

let $y:=[ a:=1, c:=3 ]

return ($x,$y)

The expression ($x,$y) violates the rule, that it must be statically veri-
�able that $x and $y have the same signature � {a, b} ̸= {a, c}. On the other
hand, this is valid since {a, b} = {b, a}:
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let $x:=[ a:=1, b:=2 ]

let $y:=[ b:=1, a:=3 ]

return ($x,$y)

Also, the following query is invalid:

let $x:=[ 1 ]

let $y:=2

return ($x,$y)

The concatenation ($x,$y) is not valid since the value of $x is an anony-
mous record and $y is not a record at all.

asterisk operator in constructors In anonymous record constructor, an
item may be replaced by $x.* which is a short for $x.1,...,$x.n, where n
is the number of �elds in $x.

The named record constructor allows the form *:=$x.* which is expanded
to $x.f1,...,$x.fn where fi are the �elds of the record in $x. The require-
ment, that one �eld name cannot be used more than once, must still be
maintained, i.e. the expanded form must ful�ll the requirement.

In both cases, the $x is used only to shorten the de�nition; it may be any
expression that evaluates to a record. This is only a �syntactic sugar�, but it
can signi�cantly shorten the textual representation of some queries (see the
Section 4.5, query Q2 for an example).

dot � �eld access operator Fields of a record can be accessed using the
dot operator in a way that is similar to that of object oriented programming
languages.

single record �eld access If r is a record and x a member of QName∪N
such that x ∈ dom(r), then r.x evaluates to r(x). For example $a.2 evaluates
to r(2) if the value of $a is the anonymous record r. The situation is analogous
for named records � $a.hello evaluates to f(hello).

record sequence �eld access If A is a sequence (a1, . . . , an) such that
∀i ≤ n : dom(ai) = D (i.e.,D is the signature of the sequence) and x identi�es
a �eld (i.e., x ∈ D), then A.x evaluates to a sequence (a1(x), . . . , an(x)).
Note that ai(x) may be a sequence in which case it is concatenated with
other values to form one ��at� sequence.

The dot operator can be used to correct the example that demonstrated
incompatibility of records and atomic values. The following query is valid:
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let $x:=[ 1 ]

let $y:=2

return ($x.1,$y)

record equality The de�nition of the operator = is extended to handle
records in the following way: if r and s are records and it can be statically
determined that dom(r) = dom(s) then

r = s⇔ ∀f ∈ dom(r) : r(f) = s(f)

If the dom(r) = dom(s) constraint is not met, the query is considered
invalid. Note that since nested records are not allowed, r(f) = s(f) never
test records, thus the original XQuery operator is used.

equality of sequences To be consistent with the way XQuery handles
sequence equality, we have to use an existential quanti�er in the de�nition
� two sequences are equal, if the �rst one contains an item equal to an item
contained in the other sequence.

If A and B are sequences of records (a1, . . . , au) and (b1, . . . , bv) and we
can statically verify that signatures of A and B are the same, then

A = B ⇔ ∃(i ≤ u, j ≤ v) : ai = bj

If the constraint on signatures is not met, the query is considered invalid.
For example, the following query is invalid:

let $x:=[ a:=1, b:=2 ]

let $y:=[ a:=1, c:=3 ]

where $x=$y

return $x

record inequality We do not allow the operator != to be used on records,
since the extension of the original operator from XQuery would be very un-
natural and counterintuitive.

node comparators The operators << and >> are not allowed for records,
the operator is is extended for record sequences A and B with the following
conditions:

• length of A and B is at most one

• A and B have the same signature
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• all �elds of all records in A and B contain sequences with length at
most one

If either A or B is empty sequence or any �eld of any record in A or B
is an empty sequence, then the result is an empty sequence. Otherwise, A
contains one record a and B contains only one record b. Then the result is
true i� ∀f ∈ dom(a) : a(f) is b(f). Otherwise, the result is false.

value comparison The de�nition of eq and ne is the same as the de�nition
of is, except that the condition for eq is ∀f ∈ dom(a) : a(f) eq b(f). For
ne, the condition is ∃f ∈ dom(a) : a(f) ne b(f).

union Union is not supported for sequences of records.

FLWOR The FLWOR operators are naturally extended to handle sequences
of records.

Let us give a few examples where FLOWR is used to process records.
The signature {a, b} of the sequence bound to $x can be modi�ed to {x, y}
like this:

for $r in $x

return [ x:=$r.a, y:=$r.b ]

Even an anonymous record may be created:

for $r in $x

return [ $r.a, $r.b ]

The following example demonstrates how a sequence of records can be
created from XML data:

let $x=(

for $n in fn:doc("ex.xml")//item

return [ number := $n/number, name := $n/name ]

)

The reverse would be:

for $r in $x return

<item><number>{$r.number}</number><name>{$r.name}</name></item>
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type de�nition The construction used by XQuery to de�ne types are ex-
tended to handle anonymous and named records. Both cases are illustrated
by the following example:

declare function convert (

$x as [ a as xs:string, b as xs:datetime ] *,

$y as xs:string )

returns [ xs:string, xs:string ] *

{

for $u in $x

return [ $u.a, $y ]

}

The parameter $x contains a sequence of named records with �elds a and
b and the function returns a sequence of anonymous records with two �elds.

4.2.2 Pattern matching operation

An important operation on records is a selection of a speci�c pattern from
a large collection of records. The user speci�es a set of records where some
values are replaced by variables. The system then tries to �nd all possible
substitutions of the variables that transform the pattern to a subset of the
input data. In other words, it tries to �nd all instances of such pattern in the
input data. The result of the operation are the applicable variable bindings.

Although this pattern matching could be handled by the FLWOR opera-
tor, we decided to include a new operation that simpli�es the usage of such
selection and also adds new functionality. The complete syntax of the oper-
ator is given in the Appendix C. The basic form of the operator is either $x
match { pattern } or $x with uri match { pattern }. The pattern

is a sequence of tuples that may contain variables. Note that the variables
may be written as either $var or ?var for better �visual compatibility� with
other languages.

Let $x be a variable that contains a record sequence with signature
{1, 2, 3}. Then an example of pattern matching operation may look like
this:

$x match { "John" {1+2} ?a . ?a ?b ?c }

This expression searches the sequence of records (the value of $x) for
records that look like [ "John", 3, a] and for each such record tries to
�nd a record [ a, b, c] where a is the same value in both cases, while b
and c may be any value. Then, it returns a sequence of records [ a:= a,
b:= b, c:= c ]. A more complete example could look like this:
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for $r in $x match { "John" {1+2} ?a . ?a ?b ?c }

return <r><a>{$r.a}</a><b>{$r.b}</b><c>{$r.c}</c></r>

There are some constraints on the pattern matching operation. Let us
assume it is in the form of D match { P } or D with T match { P }. Then
the following must conditions must be met:

• The expression D must evaluate to a sequence of anonymous records.

• All patterns in P must have the number of elements equal to the car-
dinality of the signature of D.

• Each XQuery expression used in any pattern must return a sequence
of basic items with at most one item.

• Acceptable values of T are implementation-de�ned.

Note that the �rst two conditions (and fourth) can be veri�ed statically,
while the third can generally only be tested at run-time. The operation then
returns a sequence of named records, whose signature is equal to the set of
all variable names used in P.

In general, if the T argument is present, the system may perform any
operation on the input data and pattern and produce any result, as long
as it produces a sequence of records with the right signature. However,
in situations where T is missing or if the default behavior is su�cient, the
following �basic� de�nition is used.

Basic de�nition If T is speci�ed, it must identify a transformation func-
tion that transforms a sequence of records into another sequence of records
with the same signature.

Let n be the cardinality of the signature sig of the input data D (D is
the sequence of records that D evaluates to). We know that sig = {1..n}. Let
P = {(p11, . . . , pn1 ), . . . , (p1o, . . . , pno )} be the patterns in P, where all XQuery
expressions have been evaluated and replaced with their values. Let T be
the function de�ned by T or an identity function if T is not used.

Let m be the number of distinct variable names V = {v1, . . . , vm) used
in P. Then the result R of the operation is a sequence of records (r1, . . . , rp)
with the signature V .

First, the input data D is �attened. Flattening replaces each record with
one or more records. A record d with values (d1, . . . , dn) is replaced by a set
of records Flatd = {d1, . . . , dx} where Flatd is the maximal set of records di
such that ∀1 ≤ i ≤ x : ∀f ∈ dom(d) : di(f) ∈ d(f) ∨ (di(f) = d(f) = empty)
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(empty denotes an empty sequence). Note that we assume d(f) to always
be a sequence of items and di(f) to be one item or an empty sequence. The
set Flatd is then transformed into a sequence Flat′d with implementation
de�ned order. The result is a list of records Df created by concatenation of
all individual Flat′di for each di in D. Note that DF has the same signature
as D.

Variable mapping is a partial function µ from V to Item where Item is
the set of all basic items. µ̂ is derived from µ to handle whole patterns. First,
let µ′ = µ∪IdentItem, where IdentItem is an identity function on basic items.
For a pattern (p1i , . . . , p

n
i ), we de�ne µ̂(pi) = {1 → µ′(p1i ), . . . , n → µ′(pni )}.

Note that although dom(µ) = Item, the domain of µ̂ are anonymous records.
The function µ̂ is further extended to handle set of patterns by applying the
function to each member of the set.

Let DT = T (DF ). The result set Rset is the smallest set that contains
µ̂(P ) for all possible µ such that µ̂(P ) ⊆ DT . Note that this de�nition
requires the values to be exactly the same, unlike the existential de�nition
of equivalence in XQuery, however this is not a problem since the data is
�attened and does not contain sequences. The result R of the operation is
a sequence that contains the members of Rset in an implementation de�ned
order.

4.3 RDF support

With records, inclusion of RDF querying is much easier. The whole RDF
dataset can be represented as a sequence of anonymous records with three
�elds. The pattern matching operation can be used in a way that is similar
to a basic graph pattern in SPARQL. The optional with modi�er can be
used to specify entailment regimes, for instance RDFS entailment. Since we
have a constructor for new anonymous records, we can also create new RDF
datasets.

A direct advantage of TriQuery is that it can perform transformations
between XML and RDF � data from records (RDF triples) can be extracted
using the dot operator and used in XML constructors. And, of course, the
other direction can be done using record constructors.

The usual scenario is that the data is extracted from an RDF database:

let $c=triq:doc("data1")

Then, pattern matching is performed as the very �rst step:

for $m in $c with triq:RDFS match

( $x ex:first-name $fn . $x ex:last-name $ln )
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After that, the rest of the query is written in a manner similar to the
original XQuery, except that records can still be used not only to represent
RDF triples and results of pattern matching. A more complete example is a
simple extraction of facts about people into XML:

let $d := triq:doc("people.rdf")

for $x in

$d match ( $x ex:id $id . $x ex:name $n . $x ex:mail $m )

return <person id="{$x.id}"><name>{$x.name}</name>

<email>{$x.mail}</email></person>

However, there is one other issue that has to be addressed in order to
fully support RDF. The support of blank nodes. We need ways to represent
existing values and create new ones. The latter can easily be achieved by
addition of a triq:bnode() function that returns a new blank node. There
are two ways in which the representation issue can be handled. First, the
XQuery type system could be extended by a new type, BNode, that supports
equality and inequality testing and raises an exception in other situations.
Another solution is to reserve a namespace for blank nodes and store them
as URIs. The �rst option is cleaner and as such more preferable, but the
other option should work just as well.

We may also create new RDF data sets, for instance by extracting infor-
mation from an XML document. Consider the following example:

let $d := fn:doc("in.xml")

for $x in $d//item

return [ $x/id, ex:name, $x/name], [ $x/id, ex:price, $x/price]

This creates a sequence of anonymous records with three �elds � an RDF
data set. This way, the language could be used to transform XML into RDF.
Of course, we could also transform RDF into RDF:

let $d := triq:doc("people.rdf")

for $x in $d match ( $person ex:age $age )

where $x.age>=13 and $x.age<=19

return [ $x.person, ex:age-group, ex:teenager ]

The with modi�er of the match operator can be used for advanced en-
tailment modes, for instance in the form $d with triq:rdfs match (...).
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4.4 Relational data support

An interesting consequence of the addition of records to XQuery is the ability
to easily extend it to handle data sored in relational databases. All we need
is a function, e.g. rel:table, that takes the name of the table and returns
a sequence of named records that correspond to the rows of that table. For
instance, consider tables person(id,name) and contact(id,mail). Then,
we can use the following query:

for $p in rel:table("person")

for $m in rel:table("contact")

where $p.id=$m.id

return <contact name="{$p.name}">{$m.mail}</contact>

Alternatively, we could use even the following version:

for $p in rel:table("person")

let $m1 :=

(for $m in rel:table("person") return [ $m.id, $m.mail ] )

for $m2 in $m1 match ( {$p.id} $mail )

return <contact name="{$p.name}">{$m2.mail}</contact>

The second version is, of course, needlessly complicated in this situation,
but it demonstrates the possibilities of this combination of relational data
and XQuery processing with records.

This extension is easy to implement, providing there is a suitable data-
store for the relational data. The rest could be either directly reused or
adopted from TriQuery. The whole system could then be used to transform
data in any direction between relational databases, XML and RDF.

4.5 SP2Bench examples

This section gives TriQuery variants of some of the SPARQL queries from
the SP2Bench benchmark [57], which is becoming on of the most popular
benchmarks for SPARQL engines. It provides a data generator that generates
arti�cial DBLP-like data (database of scienti�c publications) and a set of
queries aimed at testing some of the typical patterns that may be present
in SPARQL queries. We decided to present some of the queries in their
original form and the corresponding TriQuery equivalents, since the queries
have easy-to-see meaning and real-life interpretation.
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Q1: A very basic query with straightforward translation to TriQuery.

SELECT ?yr

WHERE {

?journal rdf:type bench:Journal .

?journal dc:title "Journal 1 (1940)"^^xsd:string .

?journal dcterms:issued ?yr

}

for $x in triq:doc("dblp") match (

$journal rdf:type bench:Journal .

$journal dc:title "Journal 1 (1940)" .

$journal dcterms:issued $yr )

return $yr

Q2: A query with a large pattern and an optional part.

SELECT ?inproc ?author ?booktitle ?title

?proc ?ee ?page ?url ?yr ?abstract

WHERE {

?inproc rdf:type bench:Inproceedings .

?inproc dc:creator ?author .

?inproc bench:booktitle ?booktitle .

?inproc dc:title ?title .

?inproc dcterms:partOf ?proc .

?inproc rdfs:seeAlso ?ee .

?inproc swrc:pages ?page .

?inproc foaf:homepage ?url .

?inproc dcterms:issued ?yr

OPTIONAL {

?inproc bench:abstract ?abstract

}

}

ORDER BY ?yr

for $x in triq:doc("dblp") match (

$inproc rdf:type bench:Inproceedings.

$inproc dc:creator $author.

$inproc bench:booktitle $booktitle.

$inproc dc:title $title.

$inproc dcterms:partOf $proc.
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$inproc rdfs:seeAlso $ee.

$inproc swrc:pages $page.

$inproc foaf:homepage $url.

$inproc dcterms:issued $yr )

let $y := triq:doc("dblp") match

( { $x.inproc } bench:abstract $abstract )

order $x.yr

return if ($y) then

(

for $a in $y return [ * := $x.*, abstract := $a ]

)

else

[ *:= $x.*, abstract := () ]

An OPTIONAL subquery in SPARQL is translated into for-let-if combi-
nation. The asterisk operator is used to shorten the textual representation
of the query.

Q9: A query with union and distinct operators.

SELECT DISTINCT ?predicate

WHERE {

{

?person rdf:type foaf:Person .

?subject ?predicate ?person

} UNION {

?person rdf:type foaf:Person .

?person ?predicate ?object

}

}

return fn:distinct(

let $x := triq:doc("dblp") match (

$person rdf:type foaf:Person.

$subject $predicate $person )

let $y := triq:doc("dblp") match (

$person rdf:type foaf:Person.

$person $predicate $object }

return $x.predicate, $y.predicate

)
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4.6 Relation between TriQuery and XQuery

Since XQuery is already Turing-complete, the TriQuery extensions certainly
do not provide more power from the theoretical point of view. Furthermore,
the original intention is that the �elds of the records are used to store atomic
values, rather than node references. If this is the case, the records have a
very straightforward mapping to XML fragments.

For example, a named record [a:=1,b:=2] can be represented by a XML
fragment <r><a>1</a><b>2</b></r>. Then $x/a would be used instead
of $x.a. There are other di�erences, for instance the equivalence testing
would have to be handled by a function, since the behavior of the equivalence
operator is di�erent. But overall the mapping is straightforward. The XML
fragment representation even allows the user to mix atomic values and records
with di�erent signature within one sequence.

If node references are used as �eld values, the mapping cannot be done
this way, since it is not possible to create references between XML tree frag-
ments. But XQuery is powerful enough to handle even such queries. One
possible transformation of sequence of records is to transform each records
into a sequence and then concatenate those sequences. A record could be
transformed into a sequence whose �rst member is a XML fragment that
gives the number of values (the length of the sequence) for each �eld in the
record. The rest of the sequence is created by concatenating the values of the
�elds. For instance, the record [a:=1, b:=(), c:=(2,3)] can be translated
to <r><a>1</a><b>0</b><c>2</c></r>,1,2,3. Since most XQuery proces-
sors use some kind of relations for internal representation of intermediate
results, it would most likely be easier to represent records by adding more
columns to the tables rather than using such sequences.

The pattern matching operation could be rewritten as several nested
FLWOR operators, although one has to be careful, that in order to exactly
replicate the behavior of the operation, the input has to be �attened before
searching the data for pattern instances. Again, the main di�erence of match
operator is that the format of the input data is known in advance. Other than
that, an advanced optimizer may be able to create just as good execution
plan for the FLWOR operator as for the match operator.

There are three reasons for introducing records into XQuery, none of
which is making it �stronger�. First, the record-based syntax allows us to
handle RDF and relational data in a more convenient way � it is easier for
the user to write such queries. Second, the requirement that each sequence
of records must have a (statically identi�ed) signature is very important
for the way such queries are evaluated. Third, the signatures allow us to
perform some level of static query checking. For instance, we are able to
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verify, whether the expression $x.name is valid � we can determine that the
variable $x does contain a sequence of named records and that the records
have a �eld named name.

4.7 Implementation concerns

As we have already stated in the introduction, the modi�cation of the XQuery
is so extensive that a completely new implementation may be required. How-
ever, the limitations placed of the usage of records greatly simplify it. Es-
pecially the requirement that each sequence that contains records contains
only records and that all of them have the same layout � the requirement for
the existence of a signature.

Since this has to be statically identi�able, the evaluation engine may use
a less general but more e�cient representation when handling records com-
pared to a situation where the records are transformed into XML fragments.
A sequence of node references (XML fragments) is often represented as an
array of references to memory where the fragments are stored. A correspond-
ing sequence of records may be stored as a table, although the fact, that a
�eld may contain a sequence still makes it more complicated than tables in
SQL.

But, in many cases it may even be possible to determine whether or not
a certain �eld of a record may contain more than one value (be a sequence).
If no �eld may contain a sequence, the whole data stream is in fact a table,
where columns correspond to �elds and rows to records. Such analysis may
be performed statically during the translation of the query.

The TriQuery queries that correspond to SPARQL queries contain the
pattern for triq:doc(...) match (...). This situation is interesting
for RDF physical stores � it may be evaluated e�ciently using indexes. On
the other hand, TriQuery allows more general usage of the match operation,
even on data that were computed by other parts of the query. In such cases,
the indexes are not available which is likely to negatively impact evaluation
performance. This is a new problem, not shared by e.g. SPARQL or SeRQL,
since they support pattern matching only as the �rst step of the query, where
it is evaluated over the underlying data-store. But it only ensues in cases,
where the user explicitly speci�es it in the query and the performance impli-
cations would be obvious to the (advanced) users.

If only records are used, the query evaluation is very similar to the TriQ
algebra de�ned in the Appendix B. Although TriQuery allows more complex
transformations and the high-level interpretation of the operations is di�er-
ent, the principles and implementation techniques can be transferred from
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TriQ to TriQuery. In many situations (which can be statically identi�ed
from the query), the techniques that were developed for the implementation
of TriQ can be directly used for TriQuery.

4.8 Related work

Today, the best known RDF query language is SPARQL [53]. It is a W3C
recommendation (since 2008) and a new revision is being developed at this
moment. Another important language is SeRQL [16] and although it is being
suppressed by SPARQL, it is still interesting as the original query language
used in the Sesame RDF server [17], which has played an important role in
the Semantic Web research.

Both SeRQL and SPARQL are build as completely separate query sys-
tems, unlike the XQuery based TriQuery. Their syntax somewhat resembles
SQL; more so in the case of SeRQL. Also, both of them use graph patterns
to transform RDF data to a structure very close to tables and then perform
operations on these �tables�. Again, SeRQL is closer to SQL in this aspect,
while SPARQL uses its own algebra to work on multisets of variable map-
pings, but it still closely resembles relational algebra, even though the exact
de�nitions di�er.

Since XQuery is Turing complete [48], a formal comparison with the other
(not Turing complete [50]) languages is not very informative. A very speci�c
way in which some of the SPARQL operations are de�ned (for instance, the
behavior of the OPTIONAL pattern in border cases) makes creating exact coun-
terparts in TriQuery di�cult. And since it is not really useful for practical
purposes, we decided not to go that way. Instead, we present the individual
features and compare them from the user's point of view.

Graph patterns All three languages provide very similar RDF pattern
matching capabilities, with di�erent levels of syntactic-sugar. SeRQL pro-
vides the most, while TriQuery provides none. But the underlying operation
de�ned by the di�erent syntax is almost identical in all cases. It always re-
turns a set of all the ways the pattern can be matched to the queried data.
No advanced graph operations are available [1].

Optional patterns SeRQL and SPARQL both support optional matching
of parts of the pattern. In SeRQL parts of the pattern may be marked as
optional, SPARQL uses the OPTIONAL keyword to provide operation similar
to outer join. In TriQuery, optional matching is performed using two sepa-
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rate pattern matching operations, sequences and the if statement (see the
example in the Section 4.5).

Selection All three languages support some form of WHERE clause, the main
di�erence is the set of functions available in each of the languages. In all
languages, the clause can be used even on a part of the query.

Union SeRQL provides UNION and UNION ALL operators with the same
meaning as in SQL. SPARQL provides UNION that does not eliminate dupli-
cates. In TriQuery, sequence concatenation may be used on compatible (with
the same signature) sequences to perform union without duplicate elimina-
tion. However, incompatible sequences have to be �rst made compatible �
this is done implicitly in SeRQL and SPARQL.

Intersection, minus Only SeRQL explicitly provides the INTERSECT and
MINUS operators.

Query nesting In SPARQL, queries cannot be nested. SERQL provides
IN, ANY, ALL, and EXISTS operators very similar to SQL. In TriQuery, queries
can be nested arbitrarily either directly or using functions. It is even possible
to construct a new set of RDF statements and perform pattern matching on
this set within one query, although the performance of such query is very
likely to be poor.

LIMIT and OFFSET SPARQL and SeRQL directly support query modi�ers
that force it to return only an interval (speci�ed by position) of the result.
The same result can be achieved in TriQuery using �lters on the implicit
numbering of sequences.

Ordering SeRQL does not allow the user to specify ordering of the results.
SPARQL and TriQuery both have ordering clauses.

Multiple data sources SPARQL provides the NAMED clause that can be
used to query several di�erent data sources in one query. Similar behavior
can be achieved in TriQuery by varying the identi�er handed to the triq:doc
function. SeRQL does not have any similar feature.
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�Construct� queries Both SPARQL and SeRQL have a special form of
query that can create new RDF statements. In both cases, it is a kind of a
modi�er on the results of the query, i.e., it can only be performed as the last
step of the query and no further operations can be performed on this data.
TriQuery permits the use of constructors at any place, however, as we have
already stated, there are performance considerations.

Aggregates The SeRQL does not support aggregate functions. The same
is true for SPARQL, but the inclusion of aggregate functions is planned
for the next version. In TriQuery, aggregations can be performed (to some
degree) using sequences and functions already provided by XQuery. The
group by construct is not supported in the current version of XQuery, but
it is planned for the next version.

On the whole, we believe that it is possible to use TriQuery for queries
that can be written in SPARQL and SeRQL without the queries becoming
signi�cantly more complicated. There are aspects of TriQuery that are not
available in the other languages, for instance the compositionality and the
integration with XML.
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Chapter 5

Bobox

Today, parallel processing is one of the most signi�cant trend in designing
high-performance applications. Most CPUs sold today are multi-core pro-
cessors and while the performance of individual cores is increasing slowly it
is possible to equip one blade server with four 8-core CPUs.

Unfortunately, design and implementation of parallel programs is a very
error-prone task. It can be made much more manageable by using a more
advanced parallel technology than just the threading and synchronization
services provided by the operating system. Since the existing libraries provide
only limited support for complex processing of data, we decided to create a
new specialized library for such tasks. An advantage of such approach is that
the library can be programmed and debugged using simpler scenarios where
tracking the exact behavior of the application is easier. Then, the library
can be used in more complex scenarios with less trouble.

We expect that the library may often be used in an OLAP-like situations,
where the users perform small amount of complex and computation-intensive
operations (queries). Thus, it is not su�cient to allow parallelism on a query
level. If we only allowed serial evaluation of a query to run in parallel with
other queries, the performance of large queries that run alone most of the time
would be poor. Since we want the parallelism to be handled by the library
and not the user's code, the computation has to be split into smaller com-
ponents that can run in parallel. However, the system hides the parallelism
(synchronization and scheduling) from the developers of the components.
This limits the maximal parallelism that can be achieved by the system, but
signi�cantly simpli�es the development of the components. This makes the
system more usable for experiments with new ways of data processing, like
the TriQuery language.

The following sections of the thesis describe the Bobox framework and
then present the experiments we have performed using a pilot implementation
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of the system.

5.1 Main design concepts

The main idea behind Bobox is to connect a set of relatively simple computa-
tional components into a (non-linear) pipeline. The data then �ow through
the pipeline, which controls the execution of the individual computational
components. The components are executed in parallel, when they have data
to process. But each computational component is guaranteed by the system
not to be executed by more than one thread at the same time. Furthermore,
the interface between the components and the rest of the system is created
to eliminate any possible race conditions when reading inputs and writing
outputs. So if the components do not communicate by other means than by
sending messages over the pipeline, they need not handle problems of parallel
programming at all.

5.1.1 Task level parallelism

The environment with many simple components and pipeline-based commu-
nication is very suitable for task level parallelization. In this paradigm, the
program is not viewed as a process divided into several threads. Instead, it
is seen as a set of small tasks [42]. A task is a piece of data together with
the code that should be executed on the data. Their execution is handled
by a task scheduler. The scheduler maintains a pool of tasks to be executed
and a pool of execution threads and allocates the tasks to the threads. At
any given time, a thread can either be executing a task or be idle. If it is
idle, the task scheduler �nds a suitable task in the task pool and starts the
execution of the task on the idle thread.

There are several advantages to this approach. One of them may be the
fact that in some cases such system may be easier to use for the software
developers. But there are even more fundamental advantages. Task based
parallelization may provide better utilization of system resources. First, the
smaller granularity of tasks compared to threads means that the CPUs can
be better utilized when there is a synchronization barrier in the execution �
the �ner granularity of work decreases idle time of the CPU cores. While in
classical thread based parallelization a thread that �nishes before the other
threads has to idle (wait), in task based parallelization it can execute other
tasks.

Second, a carefully designed scheduler can achieve a much better use of
CPU caches. When a piece of data is transferred from one thread to another,
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Figure 5.1: Run-time architecture

the data usually has to be loaded into the cache of the processor core where
the receiving thread is currently running. In task parallelism, this situation
is usually handled by creation of a new task with the data. This new task
can be executed on the same CPU core as the task that created the data
(after it �nishes). This usually means that the data is still hot (stored) in
the cache and the loading is avoided.

On the other hand, there is overhead associated with the work of the task
scheduler, namely maintaining the task and thread pool and the execution of
tasks � each task takes some time to set up before the actual code is executed
and also some time to clean up after the execution. This time is proportional
to the number of tasks, so its percentage in the total run-time decreases if
the individual tasks take a long time to complete. But the smaller run time
of tasks improves CPU utilization, since it reduces the time that the threads
spend idling when there is not enough work available for all threads. So,
some balance between these aspects has to be found when looking for the
optimal task size.

5.2 Run-time architecture

One of the main di�erences between other parallelization frameworks and the
Bobox architecture is the way the user's code interacts with Bobox. OpenMP
and TBB are used to invoke parts of the code in parallel; MPI provides means
for communication between processes. Bobox is more similar to the �rst
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two systems, but there are two key di�erences. First, it uses a declarative
approach to describe the way in which elements of the computation are put
together. Second, it provides more services to the user code but also imposes
greater restrictions on the code.

The parallel execution environment displayed in the Figure 5.1 is some-
what similar to that of TBB, since it contains a task pool and several threads
that execute tasks from that pool (the right half of the �gure). However, the
way in which the tasks are created and added to the pool is completely dif-
ferent. In TBB, this is controlled either directly by the user's code or using
a thin layer of parallel algorithms provided by the library.

In Bobox, the user �rst speci�es a model. The model de�nes the way in
which the individual computational components are connected. The model
is then instantiated to produce a model instance. There can be multiple
instances of one model. The instance then forms a basis for a request. The
request contains only little information besides the model instance, mainly
a unique request identi�er. When the user code sends the request to the
parallel execution environment, it no longer has control over the execution of
the model instance and can only wait for the request to �nish � the execution
is fully handled by the execution environment based on the Bobox rules and
the structure de�ned by the model.

The elements of the model instance are used as tasks. When they are
ready, they are enqueued � added to the task pool. Later, a thread takes a
task from the pool, perform the action (invokes the task) and then the model
instance element is returned and can again be used as a new task and added
to the pool. This conforms to the requirement that no box may be invoked
more than once at the same time.

The Bobox system cannot be used for an arbitrary parallel computation.
It is limited by the way in which the system decides what computational
components should be executed. This is controlled by the �ow of the data
through the pipeline. The data must be passed in a way de�ned by the
system. This way the system is aware of the fact that a component consumed
or created (sent further down through the pipeline) some data.

This simpli�es the design of the individual computational components.
The do not have to be concerned with controlling the execution and data
�ow. Their code simply reads the input data, computes the results and
writes them to the output.

5.2.1 Basic elements and terminology

As we have already stated, the overall computation is de�ned using a model
which is then used to create the actual model instance used in the compu-
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tation. There are two types of elements that form the model instance. Box
is the computational component mentioned in the previous text. It has zero
or more inputs and zero or more outputs in the pipeline. Via represents one
link in the pipeline. It connects one output of one box to one or more inputs
of other boxes. The link only provides one-way data transfer.

Envelope is the smallest unit of data transfered through the pipeline.
When a box sends an envelope to one of its outputs it is sent to the appro-
priate via. The via then makes a copy of the envelope for each box on the
receiving end of the link and sends the copy to the appropriate box.

The model is an almost exact image of the structure of the instance. It
is composed of box models and via models that de�ne the types of boxes and
the links to be used in the model instance. The main di�erence between a
box and a box model is on an implementation level � the box does contain the
actual code, bu�ers and state information required to run the computation
while the box model does not. The same holds for vias and via models.

An example of a model (or model instance) can be seen in the Figure 5.2.
It displays some of the basic situations like a via with more outputs, box
with multiple inputs or di�erent length paths.
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5.2.2 Execution of the model instance

All model instances have one initialization box (see the Figure 5.2). This
box is executed by the system at the beginning of the evaluation and its
only purpose is to send one envelope to its only output. All other boxes
are executed �when needed� depending on the data �ow in the pipeline. For
instance, a box or via is executed when an envelope is received on one of its
inputs. This is the most signi�cant case, although there are several other
due to the needs of parallel execution and bu�er management.

In combination, this means that the initialization box sends one envelope
which is then received by all boxes linked to its output and these boxes are
then executed by the system. These boxes can then send envelopes further
down the pipeline which in turn results in other boxes being executed. One
box can produce multiple envelopes so the whole execution is not just one
�wave�.

It is important to interpret the term �executed� in the context of the task
parallelism. This means that instead of directly performing the action a new
task is created and added to the task pool to be executed later. We say that
the box or via is enqueued (added to the pool) and then invoked (the code
is actually executed by the CPU). This suits the run-time mechanism quite
well, since one via can send an envelope to multiple boxes and all of the
boxes should then be executed. Instead of sequential execution or launching
a thread for each box a new task is created for each of the boxes (the boxes
are enqueued). These tasks are then executed (invoked) on a �xed number
of threads at an appropriate time determined by the task scheduler. This
allows for a parallel execution without spawning too many threads, which
would result in poor overall performance.

From the scheduling point of view, the boxes and vias behave the same
way � they use the same enqueue-invoke mechanism, they are enqueued using
the same task pool, etc. But there is a signi�cant di�erence in the way they
interact with the rest of the system. It is due to the fact, that while boxes
contain user-de�ned code, vias are an integral part of the framework and their
behavior cannot be modi�ed. The next section describes speci�c properties
of boxes that provide support for the user-de�ned code and as such are not
present in vias. A detailed description of vias will be presented later, since
it requires deeper understanding of the internal structure of envelopes.

5.2.3 Boxes

The invocation of a box is performed in three steps: the prologue, the action
and the epilogue. The actual code looks like this:
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i f ( pro logue ( ) )
do_action ( ) ;

ep i l o gue ( ) ;

Only the middle part contains any user code � it performs the actual
computation. The rest is provided as part of the Bobox framework and it
handles communication and synchronization. The user code interacts with
the rest of the system only by accessing selected member variables and meth-
ods of the box class. This creates a controlled environment for the action � it
provides an abstract, stable interface and eliminates possible race conditions.
For instance, the user code may use a method to send an envelope to one of
the outputs. Since this action a�ects the rest of the system and may require
synchronization, the envelope is only stored in an internal queue of the box
and sent later, during the epilogue.

The following code shows the prologue:

bool pro logue ( )
{

i f ( ! output_buffers_are_empty ( ) )
return fa l se ; // f i r s t , check f o r conges t i on

l o ck . a cqu i r e ( ) ; // synchron i za t i on to prevent the box
// from concur ren t l y r e c e i v i n g more enve lopes

create_snapshot_of_inputs ( ) ;
l o ck . r e l e a s e ( ) ;
return true ;

}

The epilogue is a bit more complex:

void ep i l o gue ( )
{
bool run_again=run_again_request ; // the v a r i a b l e i s s e t

// to t rue i f the user ' s code reque s t ed t ha t the
// box shou ld be schedu l ed again

clear_snapshot_of_inputs ( ) ;
l o ck . a cqu i r e ( ) ; // the f o l l ow i n g opera t i ons r e qu i r e

// synchron i za t i on s ince they i n t e r f e r e wi th
// the r e s t o f the system

i f ( box_rejected_input_from_via )
s igna l_al l_input_vias ( ) ; //end conges t i on

remove_consumed_envelopes_from_input_buffers ( ) ;
i f ( any_input_was_consumed )
{
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i f ( ! input_buffers_are_empty ) run_again=true ;
}
l o ck . r e l e a s e ( ) ; //no need to p r o t e c t concurrent

// acces s to inpu t s any more
bool a l l_sent = send_output_buffers ( ) ; // send a l l data

// from the output b u f f e r s to the appropr ia t e v i a s .
//Returns f a l s e , i f any v ia r e j e c t e d an enve lope .

i f ( run_again && al l_sent ) schedule_box ( ) ;
// the box s chedu l e s i t s e l f

}

The prologue creates a snapshot of the inputs of the box and stores it
in a member variable available to the user code. This requires synchroniza-
tion with the rest of the system. The epilogue sends the enqueued output
envelopes � this also requires synchronization � and may enqueue the box in
the scheduler's task queue. This may occur for two reasons: the user code
may have requested this explicitly (by setting a �ag) or the box may have
some unprocessed data on the inputs. The second condition is applied only
if any data has been processed by the user code during this invocation. Oth-
erwise, the box is considered to be waiting for further input data and is not
enqueued until such data arrive (the arrival of data automatically enqueues
the recipient).

The ability to again enqueue the box during its invocation has one ad-
vantage over repeatedly executing the code of the box right away � the task
is placed in the task pool with other tasks and the thread can be used to
perform other tasks. The subsequent execution of the original task is thus
delayed. This is useful for boxes that can produce large number of envelopes
without requiring more envelopes on its inputs. Such box can produce a rea-
sonable number of envelopes and then delay further computation using this
�trick�. Without it, the box would have to produce all of the envelopes thus
�lling the bu�ers unnecessarily and using a lot of memory for the envelopes.
The long run-time of this box would also limit parallelism.

Another notable aspect is handling of multiple inputs � boxes can have
more than one input link. Furthermore, since a box can produce several
envelopes and send them to an output link, the box on the receiving end
of the link needs to handle this situation as well. To address both issues,
each box has a small bu�ers for each of its inputs. When a box is invoked
(not scheduled) a snapshot of the head of each bu�er is created and made
available to the box. It is then up to the box whether it actually processes
the envelopes on the input or leaves them in the input bu�er. If the box
processed any of the envelopes and the bu�ers are still not empty after the
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invocation ends, the box is enqueued again. This is the situation where the
box has processed some of its inputs but there are more inputs available.
On the other hand, if the box �nishes the invocation without processing any
of the inputs, it is not enqueued even if the bu�ers are not empty. This is
usually the case of boxes that perform an operation similar to a database
join where the data is available for just one of the inputs. Then the join can
not do any computation and has to wait for the other input. Since a box is
enqueued when a new input arrives, it does not have to be enqueued after
the invocation.

The input bu�ers are also used to balance speed of di�erent parts of the
pipeline. They have a limited size and when the bu�er is full, the invocation
of boxes that send data to this input is suspended. The input bu�ers of
the suspended boxes get eventually full as well. This way a large part of
the pipeline can be suspended. This part contains the boxes that produced
envelopes faster than the box whose bu�er was �rst �lled completely is able to
process them. When this bu�er is emptied, the invocation of the boxes that
send data to this input is resumed. Note that the invocation is suspended or
resumed not directly by suspending or resuming the execution of the thread
but rather by controlling the process in which they are enqueued. This way
the e�ect is delayed but in our case we do not need it to be immediate.

5.2.4 Parallel execution environment

Having one central task scheduler would create a bottleneck that would re-
duce parallelism and scalability (the speedup achieved when more CPUs are
added). Instead, there is a separate scheduler for each thread in the thread
pool. Each maintains a queue of tasks that have been enqueued as a result of
an action performed on the thread that the manager is assigned to. When a
task �nishes, the scheduler starts the execution of the �rst task in the queue.
If the queue is empty, the scheduler steals a task from another scheduler's
queue. The process of task stealing is following:

1. a victim is selected randomly from the other schedulers,

2. several of the tasks near the end of the victim's queue are removed and
placed in the stealing task's queue,

3. the execution continues normally.

The scheduler steals more than one task to reduce the total number of
task stealing, since it requires synchronization between the stealing task and
the victim. The task are stolen from the end of the queue, since they have
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the smallest chance that their data would still be hot in the cache, so moving
them to another CPU (which is likely to result in data not being in cache at
all) has the lowest impact on the total performance. The random selection
of the victim may result in a suboptimal solution if some of the schedulers
have empty queues, but this strategy eliminates the need for any central
coordination thus providing better scalability.

One task can be in at most one queue at any time, so if there is a request
to enqueue a task that is already in a queue, the request is ignored. However,
if the request arrives while the task is being invoked, it is placed in the queue.
This allows us to enqueue a box or via any time it receives data. Such event
either enqueues the box (or via) or leaves them in the queue. If new data
arrives during the invocation of the task (box or via), it is enqueued. The
rationale for this is that each task is supposed to create a snapshot of the data
(the input to be processed) at the start of the invocation and then process
the snapshot. If new data arrive during the invocation, they are not �visible�
to the task and become available the next time the task is invoked.

Another feature of the task scheduler is cancellation of requests. This
means that request correspond to queries sent from the clients. Each task
(it's representation in the memory of the computer) contains the ID of the
request it belongs to. If a task is canceled, all schedulers receive the ID of the
canceled request and eventually (after they �nish the current task invocation)
remove all tasks that belong to the canceled request from the queues.

An example of the scheduling is displayed is displayed in the Figure 5.3
where the pipeline is shown along with the task queues of the four threads
used in this case.

1. The initial box is enqueued (shown in the Figure 5.3(a)).

2. When the initial box gets invoked, it produces the poisoned pill, sends
it to the �rst via and enqueues the via (5.3(b)).

3. The via duplicates the poisoned pill, sends it to the boxes and enqueues
them (5.3(c)).

4. The thread no. 2 steals one of the tasks (5.3(d)).

5. Later, both tasks are invoked, the boxes produce the results and send
them to the appropriate vias. Note that one of the boxes has two
outputs and sends a result along both of them. Also note, that the
newly created tasks are enqueued with the same thread that the creator
was invoked on. This is shown in the Figure 5.3(e).
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Figure 5.3: Scheduling example
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6. In the last step shown in this example (5.3(f)), one of the task gets
stolen from thread no. 1 by the thread no. 3.

5.2.5 Flow control

Consider a part of a pipeline that consist of just two boxes. The �rst box
P quickly produces data and sends it to the second box C that performs
a complex computation. At some time after the start of the computation,
P receives the poisoned pill, generates �rst envelope with data, sends the
envelope to P and enqueues itself. The via V that connects P to C receives
the �rst envelope ans is also enqueued. After invocation of P ends, V is
immediately invoked by the scheduler (this is due to the way the tasks are
placed into the scheduler's queue). V forwards the envelope to C, enqueues
C and ends the invocation. The box C is then invoked and starts its long
computation. At some point, the task corresponding to P gets stolen by
another scheduler and invoked. Another envelope is produced and sent to C
over V .

If this went on long enough, a great number of envelopes would be created
by P and remain waiting on the input of C. This could consume a lot of
memory � up to the total size of data produced by P . If the data were pro-
duced and consumed at a constant rate, it could cope with (small) constant
number of envelopes.

To prevent wasting the memory, the size of the input bu�er of each box is
limited. If the bu�er is full (it is congested), further data is rejected. When �
at a later time � data is removed from the bu�er, the via that sends data to
this input is noti�ed of this fact and resends the data. This is implemented
by enqueuing the via � trying to resend rejected envelopes is default behavior
for vias.

The same mechanism is also implemented in vias � they have a limited
input bu�er, reject inputs and then �wake up� (enqueue) the source box if
the bu�er is no longer full. This way, the congestion can propagate in the
direction opposite to the �ow of data. As a result, even if the slow box is
near the end of the pipeline, it can stall the whole pipeline and limit the
number of memory used by the pipeline.

However, there is a downside to this mechanism. Consider a situation
with one stream of numbers where the intention is to �lter out those num-
bers that are above the average. The pipeline could split the data into two
branches � this is done by a via V with one input and two outputs. One
branch does nothing with the data (a �pass-through� branch) and the other
computes the average (implemented by a box A). These branches are then
combined by a box C with two inputs � the data stream and the average
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Figure 5.4: Congestion example

value. This box cannot process the data stream until it receives the average.
The box A must wait for the end of the data stream (the poisoned pill) before
producing the result. But, if the number of envelopes in the data stream is
larger than the total size of bu�ers on the pass-through branch, the box C
would cause congestion on the pass-through branch which will propagate up
to the via V and the via V will also start rejecting any further inputs. This
is � in e�ect � a deadlock situation. The box A is waiting for data to be sent
by the via V , V is waiting for C to end the congestion, and C is waiting for
the average value computed by A.

A similar example for the bu�er size of four is shown in the Figure 5.4
� the small squares represent envelopes stored in a bu�er that corresponds
to the input that the arrow on which it is drawn leads to. The execution
proceeds like this:

1. The data �ows without waiting in the bu�ers (the Figure 5.4(a)).

2. The box 4 starts rejecting inputs, which �rst start to queue at the input
from via 3 to box 4 (the Figure 5.4(b)).

3. All bu�ers on one branch of the pipeline get full, thus stopping it
completely (the Figure 5.4(c)).

4. The box 4 starts once again consuming envelopes on its input and the
congestion disperses.

But if the box 4 needs to get all data from the box 2 (the situation
described in the previous example), the fourth step might never occur and
the computation freezes. The solution to this problem is left to the language
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module that creates the model. It has to identify such situations and (in
the above case) solve it by adding an extra box to the pass-through branch.
The new box should accept all incoming envelopes and store them until the
poisoned pill is received. This way, the C box does not get congested and the
A box can get the complete data and compute the average value. It means
that all of the data is kept in the memory, but this cannot be avoided in
this scenario. However, there are alternative solutions. For instance, if the
stream can be computed twice with reasonable cost, then both branches can
have their own source and even if the pass-through branch gets congested, it
does not create the deadlock cycle.

5.3 Data level parallelism

The speci�c way in which the parallel execution is performed by Bobox makes
it more useful for data processing scenarios, like database query evaluation
or stream processing. This is further supported by the way in which the
envelopes and vias are designed.

So far, we considered the envelope to be the smallest piece of data. But it
does have an internal structure to store the actual values. Each envelope con-
tains a small table with data in a column oriented way [59]. That is, instead
of storing data for one row together, each column is stored separately as a
sequence of �elds of that column. For an example, see the Figure 5.5. Each
column contains the same number of rows as the others, but each column
has its own data type. The list of column data types (type descriptors) is a
schema of the envelope. We require all envelopes that pass through one via
to have the same schema. This schema is shared among all envelopes of the
same type to conserve space.

The data for one column are stored in one continuous block of memory
where each �eld has a �xed size. This allows for easier data alignment and
the use of SIMD (single instruction � multiple data) instructions like SSE.
The columns are stored as a set of shared pointers. This allows new columns
to be added easily and even allow one column to be used in several envelopes
and ensures that it is deallocated when all envelopes that reference it cease
to exist. This can be useful in situations where one envelope is sent along two
branches of the pipeline and some of the columns are used in both branches
but none of them modi�es it. If the data is not copied but only shared among
the branches, we do not only conserve space and the time required to copy
the data, but we also increase the chance that the data is present in the CPU
cache.
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ID FirstName LastName Age
1 John Doe 32

2 Jane Doe 28

3 Tom Smith 51

4 Agnes Jones 48
(a) Traditional organization

ID FirstName LastName Age
1 John Doe 32
2 Jane Doe 28
3 Tom Smith 51
4 Agnes Jones 48

(b) Column oriented organization

Figure 5.5: Di�erent table representations

5.3.1 Poisoned pill

There is a special type of envelope called a poisoned pill. It contains no data
(the number of rows is zero). The purpose of this envelope is to inform the
boxes that no more data will be send over the link the pill was received from.
This is the envelope sent by the initialization box to start the pipeline. Other
boxes have to be programmed to handle and pass the pill correctly, although
they can postpone passing it for a long time.

The poisoned pill also terminates the computation. All pipelines are
required to contain one termination box and all paths in the pipeline are
required to end with this box. When this box receives the poisoned pill on
all of the inputs, the computation ends and the pipeline is deallocated.

The poisoned pill is (from the programmers point of view) the same as an
envelope with data, except that it contains no columns, no schema and a �ag
marks it as a poisoned pill. This is useful for the Bobox architecture, since
it requires no special handling (no added complexity) of poisoned pills. Al-
though the poisoned pill is used to mark that no more data will pass through
a certain path, this is not used by the execution environment. It is not nec-
essary, since the proper clean-up and correct interpretation of poisoned pills
is left to the boxes. The little resources that could be saved by deallocating
the boxes as soon as possible (after the poisoned pill was sent to all outputs
of the box) would not justify the added complexity and limitation imposed
on the design of the boxes.

For instance, a box with one input and output can receive the poisoned
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pill and immediately pass it to the output, but enqueue itself in the process.
The poisoned pill is sent further down the pipeline and at a later time, the
box is invoked again and it can do the clean-up at this time without delaying
the rest of the pipeline until the clean-up is �nished.

5.3.2 Variable size columns

Some of the columns store values whose binary representation has variable
size. For instance, string literals with varying length and unlimited (or large)
maximal length. Such strings cannot be stored in an array of same-sized
�elds. A similar problem exists in row oriented systems, but the whole row
(with all the strings stored in the row) is stored in one block of memory.
This may seem like a small di�erence, but when low-level data-intensive
computations are concerned, such details become signi�cant. The following
sections discuss several approaches to storing variable size columns.

Limited size If the maximal size of the representation of all values is
limited by a constant, the data can be stored by extending each value to the
maximal size. The problem is, that such maximum may not exist or that the
average size is much lower and this layout would waste too much space.

Indirect storage The actual value is not stored in the column. Instead,
only a �xed size handle for the value is stored in the column and the actual
value is stored in a dedicated storage. The handle may re�ect some properties
of the value or be totally independent. For instance, the storage may be
set up to detect duplicate entries and create handles in such a way that
handle(X)=handle(Y) i� X=Y.

Over�ow A modi�cation of the previous technique. The data is split into
two columns. The �rst contains �rst N bytes of each value and the second
stores the rest (if any) in an indirect storage.

Direct storage Usually, each column is stored as a continuous block of
memory with a well known size equal to (�eld size) * (number of rows).
However, if we relax this requirement, the variable sized columns could be
stored sequentially and directly in the column data block. There are two
possible storage strategies: the data can be stored in one large continuous
block of memory or it can be split into several smaller blocks. The �rst option
uses less resources, but the other is more �exible, especially when the total
required memory is not known in advance or when the data can be modi�ed.
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Except for the �rst option, all storage strategies can handle any data, but
each have their individual strengths and weaknesses. At such low level, e�ects
of caches and even virtual memory paging have to be considered.

5.3.3 Vias

Unlike boxes, whole vias are integral part of the Bobox framework � they
contain no user code. They do not interpret the data in any way and pass it
from their input to the outputs.

We require all envelopes that pass through a certain via to have the same
schema. This implies that all envelopes that a box sends to one of its outputs
must have the same schema and also all envelopes that a box receives on an
input have the same schema. Di�erent inputs/outputs of the same box may
handle di�erent schemas. This is quite natural requirement. If � for instance
� a box performs a table join, it receives parts of the two tables on its two
inputs and sends parts of the joined result onto its (one) output.

The via is also the only component of the system that can create new
envelopes. The new envelope automatically inherits the schema of the via
that created it. If a box needs to create an envelope, it must specify the
output that the envelope will be sent to. This allows the request to be
forwarded to the appropriate via that creates the actual envelope. This
mechanism is used to allow the system to use the same schema de�nition for
all envelopes that share the same schema not only from the logical point of
view, but also in terms of using the same area of memory instead of each
envelope having its own copy of the schema.

If a via has more than one output, a copy of any enveloped received by
the via must be created for each of the outputs. However, as we mentioned
earlier, making a copy of each column may not be necessary. Instead, the
model speci�es a vector of boolean values privo for each output o. The vector
privo has the same dimension as the number of columns in the schema of the
envelopes handled by the via. If a value on the N -th position privoN is true,
the envelope sent to the output o gets a new copy of the N -th column data.
Otherwise, the column is shared with the outputs o′ where privo

′
N = false.

5.4 Advanced concepts

The following sections describe some of the more detailed information related
to the Bobox system that is not essential to the understanding of how the
computation is performed.
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5.4.1 Dynamic pipeline

To facilitate execution of recursive XQuery [5], the model instance is allowed
to grow (expand) during the execution. The exact way in which the instance
can grow is de�ned by the model, but the actual decision whether a certain
expansion should be performed or not is made during the execution of an
instance of the model. In the current version, the expansion is triggered
when �rst envelope reaches a speci�ed box. In that case, the box is replace by
several other (interconnected) boxes, some of which may be also expandable.

5.4.2 Memory allocator

Creation of envelopes involves memory allocation � the most important part
being the memory for the data, but other, smaller block of memory are also
needed by the system. Traditional memory allocators used by C++ runtime
environment allocate memory from one global heap. In a multi-threaded
environment, synchronization is required � usually in the form of one global
lock that is acquired at the start of the allocation (or deallocation) and freed
after the operation has been completed. This lock is a bottleneck for parallel
execution and limits scalability � with more threads the chance that two
threads try to allocate memory at the same time increases. If they do, one
of them is forced to wait and cannot perform any useful work.

To avoid this bottleneck, each thread is assigned one memory allocator
that allocates memory from a private heap. This way, no locking is required
and memory allocation is fast and easy. On the other hand, memory deal-
location is more complex, since there is a signi�cant chance that a block of
memory b is deallocated by a di�erent thread T2 than the thread T1 that al-
located it. In that case, the allocator of T2 must pass the information about
b to the allocator of T1. This requires some synchronization between T1 and
T2. But the situation is di�erent than in the case of one centralized allocator
� we only have to synchronize a simple information transfer, not the whole
allocation and deallocation process. Such transfer can be performed even
with a lock-free structure that uses atomic instructions of the CPU.

Another advantage is the fact, that we only have to consider multi-
threaded environment during memory deallocation, not allocation. And
while the caller need the allocation to complete before it can continue, deal-
location can be easily delayed. So when deallocation of b is requested on T2,
the call can return immediately after passing the information about b to T1

and the computation performed at that time by T1 is una�ected. The actual
deallocation is performed by T1 at a later time, when the thread T1 makes a
call (an allocation/deallocation request unrelated to b) to its allocator.
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Another issue with the memory allocator is the allocation strategy. Tradi-
tional allocators are general purpose and cannot make any assumptions about
the size and number of memory blocks that will be requested. In Bobox, the
most signi�cant part of the memory is used for column data. Usually, the
size of such blocks (see sections 5.3 and 5.3.2) is the size of one �led times
the number of �elds (number of rows carried by the envelope). The �eld
size is often a power of two � either due to the architecture (e.g., a 32bit
integer) or design (e.g., a 64byte long string pre�x). The same holds for the
number of rows. With the boxes we have implemented so far, each envelope
produced by a box (with the possible exception of the last envelope before
the poisoned pill) has the same number of rows. Furthermore, the number of
rows is usually relatively large to reduce the total number of envelopes used
for the computation, since each envelope produces some overhead � memory
is needed to store the envelope and CPU time is used to pass it around. As
a result, the number of distinct block sizes is limited.

This observation can be used by the memory allocator speed up allocation
and reduce memory fragmentation. On the other hand, the e�ects of CPU
caches has to be considered even when memory allocation is concerned. When
a block of memory is deallocated, it is usually still hot (stored in the CPU
cache) and it would be useful to use it as the next block to be allocated. This
e�ect is noticeable especially in the case of small, computation and memory
intensive models that are able to �t most of their data into the CPU cache.
In other cases, the bad cache e�ects of the normal data access (reads and
writes to the data) dwarf e�ects of the cache-aware allocation.

5.4.3 Bobox server

So far, we only considered Bobox to be just a parallelization framework for
data processing. But there is also a server part of the project, which aims
at creating a standalone, multi-purpose database server. It has a modular
architecture and can support di�erent data models and query languages. The
following parts of the text describe only a general architecture of such server
independent on any data model, query language or data storage.

The Bobox server consists of several parts (see the Figure 5.6). The front-
end handles communication with clients and is completely independent on
the query language and data format. As we have already mentioned, it is a
module for the Apache HTTP server. The back-end consists of the Bobox
parallel execution environment and one or more language modules. The lan-
guage modules translate queries received from the client to the corresponding
Bobox model, which is then executed. One module can handle one or more
query languages, for example one module may handle SQL language while
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Figure 5.6: Bobox server

another module handles both SPARQL and SeRQL.
The language modules are responsible for both translation of the queries

and their optimization. For instance, if they perform cost-based optimiza-
tion and require some statistics, they have to maintain those statistics them-
selves. They may also cache execution plans (models) for previously trans-
lated queries.

All queries are executed by the same execution environment, even if they
are initiated by a di�erent client or using a di�erent query language. This
means that (among other things) they share the same thread pool. This
is a common technique in task parallelism and it prevents the system from
executing more logical threads than there are physical cores in the system,
which would result in task switching and reduce performance.

To allow interoperability between the server and clients that use di�erent
languages and platforms, we decided to use the HTTP as an interface between
the server and clients. It is a well de�ned protocol and it can easily pass
various NAT or proxy servers. However, creating a complete and e�cient
implementation of the HTTP is not an easy task.

Instead of writing the front-end from scratch, we decided to use the
Apache HTTP Server [63] and create our front-end as an Apache module.
This way, the HTTP communication is handled outside our code and we only
need to transfer requests and responses between the Apache module and the
Bobox server.

5.4.4 Implementation

The C++ programming language was chosen for the Bobox system. Some
of the main reasons for this choice were:

• generic programming (templates) � for instance the ability to handle
di�erent data types with one code without resorting to virtual func-
tions,
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• ability to precisely control memory management and even use custom
memory allocation methods tailored for speci�c tasks,

• portability � with carefully written code, the Bobox can be run on
di�erent operating system and hardware platforms.

Since the interface between the Bobox server and clients is built on top of
the standard HTTP protocol, the programming language and environment
used for the server does not limit their choice on the client side.

5.4.5 The ulibpp library

While the C++ language itself is portable across di�erent platforms and op-
erating systems, di�erent properties of the platforms (for instance the pointer
size), systems and APIs can result in di�erent behavior of the same code in
di�erent environments. The ulibpp library is designed to hide these di�erence
and provide a universal interface for all systems and platforms.

For example, it de�nes integral data types that have the same size on all
platforms and compilers. The C++ standard only de�nes some constraints on
these sizes, but in order to create a working database system, exact values are
required. Another example is an interface for multithreaded programming �
while the pthread library and the Windows API provide very similar services,
the programming interface is di�erent. Again, the ulibpp library provides one
interface that works the same way on both systems.

5.4.6 Run analysis

Debugging complex, multithreaded programs is a very complex task. To
provide at least some information of what operations the system performed,
debugging messages are collected at di�erent points in the system. To mini-
mize the impact of logging on the overall system performance, the logs have
a very simple binary format and they are collected and stored at many dif-
ferent places in the system rather than creating a centralized log that would
require synchronization. At the end of the computation the logs have to be
aggregated from all storages.

The logs are then saved to a �le to be viewed o�ine later. A special tool
� the Bobox log viewer � was created to do this. Since it is a general Bobox
tool, it mostly logs engine related events, especially related to the scheduler.

Some examples of logged events include:

• a box/via was enqueued,
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• the invocation of a box has just begun,

• the invocation of a user speci�ed box code is about to begin,

• an envelope was received by a box,

• a new envelope was created.

The number of logged events is very high. Since they are collected at
di�erent places in the system in di�erent threads they must be marked with
some kind of a time stamp so that they can be ordered into one linear stream
of events. However, the frequency of these events may be higher than the
frequency of the clock provided by the system. The system does provide
high frequency clock but they can either work incorrectly on multiprocessor
machines or they may require too much time to complete.

For these reasons, we decided not to use wall clock as the timestamp
but rather a logical clock. It is a global 64 bit integer which is used as a
timestamp for the event and incremented. This is done using atomic CPU
instructions. Although it requires the variable to be shared among di�erent
threads, the e�ect on the overall performance is minimal.

This way, we can only measure time required by di�erent operations only
in number of logged events that occurred during their execution. To create
a mapping of events to real time, we have introduced new event � from time
to time, we log current �wall clock� time. This way, we get mapping between
the logical clock and time in seconds. But we only have mapping for some
of the events and have to interpolate the rest.

The tool is intended to be used for debugging and can provide some
overall idea of what is going on during the computation. The interpolated
time is not accurate enough for performance measurements of individual
components, because the pace at which the timestamp increases is far from
linear.

The logged events only contain limited information. Besides the times-
tamp, originator and event type, only two data �elds sized 32 and 64 bits are
available. This places some requirements on the log viewer since the events
do not contain all the information that may be required to display enough
usable information. The viewer must simulate the computation of the Bobox
system and display information based also on the events that occurred before
the displayed event.

For instance, when an envelope is received by a box, the system must
check the type of the event that created the envelope. Only by checking this
information can it determine whether it was a normal envelope (with data)
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Figure 5.7: Time line of execution

or a poisoned pill. And since the event that the box received a poisoned pill
is very signi�cant, we need to perform this check.

The user interface of the log viewer is rather simple. It can list the events
and �lter the list by the event originator and event type. It can also display
a time-line of the computation. For an example of the time-line see the
Figure 5.7. The four rows at the bottom represent utilization of the four
CPU cores used in the execution. Black parts represent the overhead, the
gray parts the actual computation. Since we used very small data blocks
(1024 rows per envelope), the overhead is large. The top part displays the
time periods at which the individual boxes and vias were active � one box
or via is represented by one row. They are sorted according to the time of
their �rst execution, which creates the stairs e�ect. It is easy to see that
there were 5 envelopes sent through the system, with the �fth being only a
poisoned pill. The box that produces data is highlighted by red color, which
shows it is the third row in the top part and that it was executed by all
of the four cores (the bottom part), each time producing one envelope with
data. The �fth execution at later time means it forwarded the poisoned pill,
but only when the �rst of the CPU cores �nished processing the data. Also
note that all steps related to one envelope were performed by one CPU core,
which is desirable for better cache utilization.
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5.5 Experiments

Even though the implementation process is in its early stages, we have proto-
type implementations of the key Bobox components, most notably the paral-
lel execution environment and some of the boxes. This allows us to conduct
experiments to partially asses performance of the system, even though it
cannot yet work as a stand alone server.

5.5.1 SP2Bench

The system is now able to execute some of the queries of the SP2Bench [57]
benchmark in a scenario that closely simulates an in-memory RDF database.
However, we do not have a SPARQL compiler at this moment, so the queries
were translated by hand into a Bobox model.

These tests were performed on an Intel Core i7 860 processor (2.8GHz, 4
cores, hyper-threading, 4x256KB L1 cache, 8MB L2 cache) workstation with
4GB of memory (DDR3, dual channel, 667MHz) running the 64bit version
of Windows 7 operating system. The HDD performance is not signi�cant for
this (in-memory) test setup. We also do not need to �warm up� the system
(run the query a few times to get data from HDD into memory cache) since
no caches of this type are used in a in-memory database. The Bobox parallel
execution environment was con�gured to use only four threads, to eliminate
e�ects of hyper-threading since all Bobox threads do intensive computations.
The Sesame benchmarks were performed on a default instalation of Sesame
2.3.1 with a fully in-memory database.

The SP2Bench can be con�gured to produce data of di�erent sizes. In
the following text, we identify the data by the number of triples, e.g. 1M
data contain one million triples.

The data is stored in memory and indexed with indexes PSO, POS, OPS,
and SPO, where PSO denotes an index on predicate, subject and object is
this order. All join operations were performed by merge joins.

Q1 This query is a simple selection of a pattern from a database.

SELECT ?yr

WHERE {

?journal rdf:type bench:Journal .

?journal dc:title "Journal 1 (1940)"^^xsd:string .

?journal dcterms:issued ?yr

}
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The only question in making a query plan in this case is the ordering of
the join operations implied by the graph pattern, but even if the triples are
located and joined in the order in which they appear in the query, the plan
works very well.

On 1M data and �ve runs, the average time was 23.2 milliseconds (stan-
dard deviation 4.38). This result only demonstrates that the total overhead
of Bobox is small for simple queries. It would not be reasonable to directly
compare it to other systems, since the overhead of e.g. network communi-
cation and execution plan generation would a�ect the other systems' results
too signi�cantly. Just to demonstrate, the Sesame can perform the query in
53 milliseconds (std. dev. 8). However, the architecture of the benchmark is
much more complicated (it involves Tomcat server and HTTP communica-
tion).

Q2 A simple query, but with a large graph pattern.

SELECT ?inproc ?author ?booktitle ?title

?proc ?ee ?page ?url ?yr ?abstract

WHERE {

?inproc rdf:type bench:Inproceedings .

?inproc dc:creator ?author .

?inproc bench:booktitle ?booktitle .

?inproc dc:title ?title .

?inproc dcterms:partOf ?proc .

?inproc rdfs:seeAlso ?ee .

?inproc swrc:pages ?page .

?inproc foaf:homepage ?url .

?inproc dcterms:issued ?yr

OPTIONAL {

?inproc bench:abstract ?abstract

}

}

ORDER BY ?yr

Again, the most straightforward evaluation plan works very well, but the
amount of data processed by the query is much larger. This results in a much
longer execution time. The average time for �ve runs and 1M data was 1101
milliseconds (standard deviation 164). Note the relatively high std. dev. of
the times. This is caused by the complexity of task-parallel execution � the
di�erent timing of subsequent runts may result in a di�erent order of task
execution and di�erent assignment of task to threads. This does not a�ect
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the computed result, but it does a�ect performance. The Sesame performs
the query in 550 milliseconds (std. dev. 16) when measuring the time from
the start of the execution to the time �rst row arrives. The result is large,
so waiting for the last row would be too a�ected by the performance of the
transfer.

The e�ect of scheduling on the (in)stability of execution time is increased
by the fact, that the test was performed with small chunks of data � the
envelopes only contained 1024 rows each. By increasing the number of rows,
we reduce the overhead and impact created by scheduling. For instance, by
increasing the chunk size four times, the time is 562 milliseconds (std. dev.
12.1).

Q3 and Q4 These queries are aimed at testing the sophistication of the
query optimizer. Even though we did try the queries, the results are not
given here, since they are not very relevant for our setup.

Q5 Two variants of one query, important is the use of the DISTINCT key-
word. This is the Q5a version:

SELECT DISTINCT ?person ?name

WHERE {

?article rdf:type bench:Article .

?article dc:creator ?person .

?inproc rdf:type bench:Inproceedings .

?inproc dc:creator ?person2 .

?person foaf:name ?name .

?person2 foaf:name ?name2

FILTER (?name=?name2) }

The average time is 2284 milliseconds (std. dev. 75). The streamed data
and merge joins performed quite well in this case. An example of the Bobox
model that corresponds to the query is shown in the Figure 5.8. The Sesame
server was unable to complete the query. However, the Q5b version of the
query can be evaluated by the Sesame. The query looks like this:

SELECT DISTINCT ?person ?name

WHERE {

?article rdf:type bench:Article .

?article dc:creator ?person .

?inproc rdf:type bench:Inproceedings .

?inproc dc:creator ?person .

?person foaf:name ?name }
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Figure 5.8: Model for query Q5a
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The Sesame took 683 milliseconds (std. dev. 13) while the Bobox version
takes 486 milliseconds (std. dev. 17).

Q6 This query is in fact a simple �not exists� query.

SELECT ?yr ?name ?document

WHERE {

?class rdfs:subClassOf foaf:Document .

?document rdf:type ?class .

?document dcterms:issued ?yr .

?document dc:creator ?author .

?author foaf:name ?name

OPTIONAL {

?class2 rdfs:subClassOf foaf:Document .

?document2 rdf:type ?class2 .

?document2 dcterms:issued ?yr2 .

?document2 dc:creator ?author2

FILTER (?author=?author2 && ?yr2<?yr)

} FILTER (!bound(?author2))

}

The average time is 7734 milliseconds (std. dev. 75). Unfortunately, the
Sesame server was unable to evaluate this query.

Q7 Q7 is only a slightly more complex variant of the previous query.

Q8 Q8 combines graph patters, �lters and union. Unfortunately, we do not
have a usable implementation of some of the operation at this time.

Q9 The Q9 query is aimed at testing the query optimizer and the way it
handles the DISTINCT modi�er.

Q10 The query Q10 is extremely simple and is aimed to test selection on
objects of triples.

SELECT ?subject ?predicate

WHERE {

?subject ?predicate person:Paul_Erdoes

}
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Since we have an index (two of them, in fact) that index predicate as the
�rst �column�, the implementation is trivial and evaluation takes very little
time. In fact, most of the runs were completed in times shorter that the
resolution of the system timer. Surprisingly, the Sesame took 75 milliseconds
to evaluate the query (std. dev. 7), which is slower, even considering the
overhead caused by the more complicated test setup.

other queries The remaining queries of the SP2Bench benchmark test
variants of the basic SELECT query, for instance limit on the number of re-
sults or the ASK query that tests the non-emptiness of the result. They can
either be evaluated in the traditional way and then interpreted di�erently or
handled by the optimizer in a completely di�erent way. But both cases are
not relevant to our scenario.

These results of the Bobox implementation have to be interpreted care-
fully. First, they only represent time used by the query evaluation. In real-
world deployment, the query has to be sent to the server, optimized, then it
is executed and the results have to be sent back to the client. Second, we
have to remember that the queries were translated and optimized by hand,
although only using basic operations (merge join, sort, selection, projection,
and indexed access) for evaluation.

The most important test in our case is the Q2 query of the benchmark.
The reason is, that the query takes long enough to evaluate in both Bobox and
Sesame to make the results relevant even considering the limited precision
of the system clock. Furthermore, it is very simple so the quality of the
query optimizer is much less signi�cant and even simple evaluation techniques
currently implemented in Bobox are su�cient to handle the query with decent
performance. With the initial setup, the Bobox took almost exactly twice
the time of the Sesame. The times achieved by the Bobox implementation
were less stable than in the case of the Sesame. With some correction of the
Bobox parameters, the time gets very close to Sesame. The stability of times
is also similar.

We are still working on a SPARQL language module with comprehensive
support of the language and a cost-based optimizer. Only when it is com-
pleted, tested and tuned to provide e�cient plans, will we be able to do a
fair performance test of the complete SP2Bench benchmark.

If we take all these considerations into account, the parallel evaluation
engine of the Bobox system provides competitive results compared to the
Sesame. RDF databases provide an interesting comparison, since they are
relatively young compared to XML or relational databases. This way, the
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size time (ms) std. dev.
1K 1101 164.3
2K 536 21.7
4K 562 12.1
8K 606 6
16K 714 16.8

Table 5.1: Query performance of Q2 with di�erent envelope sizes

size time (ms) std. dev.
1K 2284 80.7
2K 1892 62.1
4K 1794 59.7
8K 2152 141.2
16K 3943 160.4

Table 5.2: Query performance of Q5a with di�erent envelope sizes

performance of the system is still very signi�cant and is not mitigated by the
quality of the query optimizer.

5.5.2 Envelope size

As we have already noted in the analysis of the Q2 query performance in the
previous section, the envelope size (the number of rows stored in an envelope)
may signi�cantly a�ect the overall query performance. At this moment, we
only consider situations where the envelope size is the same for all envelopes,
although the architecture of the system does not require it.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the times that were achieved by the system for
queries Q2 and Q5a with di�erent envelope sizes. Both tables show the
optimum to be around 2K and 4K sizes. The optimum is a�ected by two
main aspects � scheduling granularity and cache size.

The scheduling granularity works in two opposite directions. Larger en-
velope size means that tasks take longer to complete and their number is
reduced. This reduces the scheduling overhead. On the other hand, longer
tasks reduce the amount of time the system is able to run in parallel. For
instance, if there is just one box connected to the output of the starting box
and it produces a lot of data, no other box can be enqueued and invoked
until the �rst box completes, since no other box has any input data.
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# of threads time (ms) std. dev.
1 13416 8.4
2 6741 11.0
4 3708 188.3
8 3358 607.1
16 9391 2519.6
32 17104 3044.1

Table 5.3: Query performance for di�erent number of threads

The main e�ect of the cache is, that if the data become larger that the
available cache, the performance decreases. In simple setups, a single point
where the data no longer �t into a cache can usually be easily identi�ed as a
sudden drop in performance. Since most CPUs have several levels of caches
of increasing sizes (and decreasing speed), several drops are usually present.

In our scenario, the computations are not that memory access intensive, so
the cache e�ect is insigni�cant when compared to the e�ect of scheduling. A
lot of processing is performed between reads of consecutive row values, which
allows the CPU to use its pre-fetch and speculative evaluation to mitigate
the e�ect of cache misses.

We have also performed several tests that were focused on testing the
impact of the CPU caches. These tests showed that the e�ects of L1 cache
are negligible, but the highest level (L2 or L3) cache does a�ect the optimal
size of the envelope. The problem is, that this size depends signi�cantly on
the task that is being executed, since the ideal situation is that all the data,
that are actively being processed �t into the (highest level) cache. But the
number of such envelopes may di�er signi�cantly from task to task and even
the memory allocation strategy. At this moment, the cache e�ect is lower
than the e�ect of the scheduler, so the size of the envelopes is chosen to create
a reasonably sized work chunk without regard to the cache size.

5.5.3 Parallelism

The SP2Bench tests do not work well as tests for parallelization. The problem
some of the operations (mainly sorts) take signi�cant portion of time and in
their current implementations cannot be parallelized. The tests demonstrate
the performance of data �ow through the pipeline or they could be used to
demonstrate the performance of multiple concurrently executed queries.

To test speedup of a single query and limit the in�uence of other factors,
we created an �ideal conditions� test. In this test, we use a linear pipeline
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Figure 5.9: Query performance for di�erent number of threads

with 12 boxes (besides the initialization and termination box). First box
produces a stream of data, then there are ten boxes that perform computation
intensive operation on those data. The 12th box only receives the data and
does no more processing. This is the setup that was used in the time-line
example shown in the Figure 5.7 (in the Section 5.4.6). The Table 5.3 shows
the results of the test performed on 256 of envelopes (with 4096 rows each)
for di�erent number of threads. All tests were performed under the same
conditions (except the thread number) as SP2Bench tests.

The results are close to what was expected � for two and four threads,
there is a signi�cant speedup over one thread. When eight threads are used,
the speedup is much lower, due to the fact, that the CPU has only four physi-
cal cores and the eight logical cores are provided by HyperThreading function.
The actions performed by the individual threads are computation-intensive,
thus reducing the e�ect of HyperThreading. Higher number of threads only
increases overhead while providing almost zero increase in available compu-
tational power, since all physical cores are already completely utilized.

The times for number of threads from one to sixteen is shown in the Figure
5.9. A reasonable number of threads appears to be from 4 to 8. In this test,
the best performance was achieved by 7 threads. However, the di�erence in
the 4 to 8 range is too small to make any de�nitive conclusions, until a more
representative set of test models is available. The optimal number of threads
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can also be a�ected by using di�erent scheduling strategies. Still, the range
from 4 (the number of physical CPU cores) to 8 (number of logical threads
of the CPU) appears to be a good option for task-based parallelism.

Also note the decreasing stability of the times with increased number of
threads. With one thread, all �ve runs provided nearly identical times, but
with 32 threads, times ranged from 14939 to 22481 milliseconds. This is also
quite natural. With just one thread, the system always executes all tasks in
the same order. For two or more threads, the order cannot be determined
in advance due to, for instance, task stealing, which itself contains a random
process (the �victim� is picked at random). Of course, exact timing of the
concurrent actions starts to have an e�ect, as well as process scheduling
performed by the operating system.

5.6 Related work

The most similar project to the Bobox run-time is the TBB library. The
TBB was one of the �rst libraries that extensively focused on task level
parallelism and it provides a powerful set of structures, algorithms and run-
time environment. Compared to the Bobox library, it is low-level solution
� it provides basic algorithms like parallel for cycle or linear pipeline and
very e�cient task scheduler. The developers are even able to directly create
task for the scheduler and create their own parallel algorithms. But the
task are designed in a way that makes it very hard to create a non-linear
pipeline similar to the one Bobox provides. Such pipeline may be necessary
for complex data processing [5]. Bobox also provides more services for data
passing and �ow control.

The newest version of OpenMP also provides a way to execute tasks
in parallel, but it provides less features and less control than TBB. The
OpenMP library is mainly focused on mathematical computations � it can
execute simple loops in parallel really fast, it can also run blocks of code in
parallel, but it is not well suited for parallel execution of a complex structure
of blocks. Unlike TBB or Bobox, it is a language extension and not just a
library. This means that the compiler is well aware of the parallelization and
optimize the code better, but it also enables OpenMP to provide features that
cannot be done with just a library, like de�ning the way variables are shared
or private among threads with a simple declaration. In TBB such variable
has to be explicitly passed to an appropriate algorithm by the programmer.
In Bobox, it must either be explicitly passed to the model or sent using an
envelope at run-time.

But there are also completely di�erent approaches to parallelization. One
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way would be to create a thread for each box and via in the model instance.
This would also ensure that each box or via is running at most once at any
given time. There are two main reasons for not using this architecture. First,
it creates a large number of threads, usually much larger than the number
of CPU cores. Although it forces the operating system to switch the threads
running on a core, it may not impact the overall performance that badly,
since it can be arranged that the idling threads (those assigned to a box or
via that is not processing any data at the moment) are suspended and do not
consume any CPU time. The second problem is, that when data (envelopes)
are transfered from one box to another, there is very little chance that it
would still be hot in the cache, since the thread that corresponds to the
second box is likely to be scheduled to a di�erent CPU, that does not share
its cache with the original one. Both of these problems are avoided in TBB
and Bobox.

Another di�erent approach is a monolithic architecture, where queries
are evaluated by a query evaluator specialized for the task with an explicit
parallelization. Although such systems may be able to achieve best possible
performance, their design and implementation is extremely complex and they
are tailored just for the speci�c problem they are dealing with. This approach
is used by most parallel database engines. The Bobox project aims to be more
general, even at the cost of some performance.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this work, we covered a signi�cant portion of a lifetime of an RDF query.
We have provided the software developers with a visualizer that lets them
familiarize themselves with the data that their software should be processing.
This helps them formulate queries over the data more easily, increasing their
productivity.

They could also bene�t from the TriQuery language that we have created.
It is based on XQuery, which many of the developers already know very well,
and it does not change the basic principles of the language, only slightly
extends it. The extension allowed us to provide XQuery with RDF and rela-
tional database querying capabilities, that are easy to use and integrate well
with the XML processing available in XQuery. This allows the developers to
use the language features and built-in functions already available in XQuery
even when processing RDF data.

The last step in the lifetime of a query is evaluation of the query. This
step is important both for the developers and the users of any semantic-
enabled application, since all of them need the results to be correct and the
evaluation of the query as e�cient as possible. We have designed the Bobox
parallel framework with both of these aspects in mind � on one hand, it
allows us to create an e�cient parallel evaluation engine that can provide
good performance, on the other hand, it eliminates many of the pitfalls of
parallel programming which created by concurrent evaluation of code, like
race conditions in data access.

The following parts of this chapter describe the individual results pre-
sented in this thesis in greater detail, followed by a section with future work.

Triangle layout algorithm and node merging We have designed a new
graph drawing algorithm � the triangle layout � for drawing of trees. The
algorithm is tailored to �t the speci�c situation of RDF visualization with
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the node merging technique. We have provided a proof that the area used
by the algorithm is asymptotically optimal.

The node merging technique has dramatically decreased the area required
to draw a neighborhood of a node and provides the user with clear overview
of possible directions for future navigation. The technique can be adopted
even by other RDF visualizers, providing they can handle visualization of
rectangles with varying height.

The triangle layout algorithm could also be used in other applications.
One of the parts of the visualization � the edge routing algorithm used for
drawing of non-tree edges � can be used separately from the rest to draw
edges in any situation, where the positions of nodes are �xed and the nodes
do not overlap.

Visualization of large RDF data We have proposed several methods of
dealing with the volume of the RDF data, since even basic data collections are
way too large to be visualized all at one time. An obvious solution, which
is also used in all other RDF visualizers is to use incremental exploration
(navigation). However, choosing the right place to start and presenting the
user with future directions of navigation is still a problem due to the large
number of possibilities. The visualization section of the work provides some
ideas for dealing with these problems.

Records in XQuery The addition of records to XQuery is an invasive
operation, but only a minor one. The grammar of the language needs to
be modi�ed only at a few places. The impact on the language is twofold: it
provides new language constructs that can be used by the user and it changes
the way the queries are evaluated. An important aspect in both cases is the
requirement, that if a sequence contains a record, it may contain nothing but
records and all records must contain the same �elds.

This �limitation� is in fact the core of the contribution � it can easily be
enforced by statically checking a query, which is the advantage of records over
using XML fragments. It allows the evaluation engine to use more aggressive
optimizations since the possible inputs of operations are signi�cantly limited.

The semantics and even the syntax of the match operation are tailored
to allow an easy inclusion of the RDF support. Although it may be used
outside RDF, its usability would probably be limited.

Evaluation of TriQuery The records and operations on records can be
translated to pure XQuery. If the �elds do not contain node references, a
records can be transformed to a XML fragment in a very straightforward
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way. If it contains the references, it has to be done in a more complicated
way and the processing of the records would be complicated with a rather
poor performance.

This means that some level of support of TriQuery is necessary to be
provided by the query evaluation engine. Fortunately, most XQuery engines
use some form of relations for internal data representation, which means
they should be able to include more columns needed for records handling
with relative ease.

RDF and relational extensions When records are used, the extension
of XQuery to cover relational databases is very straightforward and natural.
The RDF support makes use of the pattern matching operation that was
introduced along with the records speci�cally for this purpose. It provides
pattern matching on a level very similar to the current version of SPARQL,
but the with modi�er allows the language to be easily extended to cover
RDFS or OWL entailment. Of course, this solves the problem only on the
language level, an e�cient implementation is a separate problem.

Bobox parallel framework To simplify development of various parallel
data processing engines, we have created the Bobox parallel framework. It
follows the design principle of task level parallelism, which is one of the main
trends in parallel programming at this time. It is well suited for current
multi-core processors and their cache architecture. The framework is de-
signed to greatly simplify the implementation of data processing engines by
hiding the di�culties of scheduling, �ow control and synchronization from
the programmer while still providing decent performance.

It can be used in applications that process large amount of data by the
means of a non-linear pipeline that consists of large number of simple com-
ponents. These components are provided by the user of the framework along
with a de�nition of connections between the components. The framework
provides means for de�ning these connections, the de�nition of the interface
for the components, interconnecting components and the run-time environ-
ment necessary to run the pipeline.

Bobox runtime environment The Bobox runtime environment takes
care of the parallel computation. It creates an interface between the user's
code and the operating system, which simpli�es construction of platform in-
dependent software as a side-e�ect. The basic idea and design of the runtime
is similar to Intel's Threading Building Blocks, however, the rules for schedul-
ing of tasks and especially the �ow control rules are more complicated. This
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is necessary to support the execution of a non-linear pipeline � the TBB only
provides a simple, linear pipeline.

The runtime also de�nes the basic structure of the format used to store
and send the data withing the system. To enable data parallelism in the form
of streaming instructions, the data is stored in a column-oriented manner,
rather than the more traditional row-based representation. The users of the
library are also encouraged to send the data in large block to reduce the
overhead required for task scheduling.

A non-essential part of the Bobox framework is the Bobox server. It
extends the runtime environment to create a stand-alone data processing
server. However, the Bobox framework does not provide data persistence
services, so they have to be provided by as part of the user's code.

6.1 Future work

We have presented our work in three di�erent areas related to RDF querying.
We consider the RDF visualization topic to be already covered in su�cient
detail including some collateral problems. There is even an experimental
implementation of the algorithms that demonstrates the key features. How-
ever, a full implementation of all the ideas into a software that can be used
with di�erent RDF storages has yet to be done. Then, a detailed user study
of the application should be performed to evaluate the application and the
usability of the various algorithms.

TriQuery processor

There is an XQuery implementation created using the Bobox framework as
part of another work [5]. We intend to extended it to handle even queries
written using the TriQuery language. As we have already stated, extending
the evaluation engine itself is not a hard task. A more challenging problem is
to modify the query optimizer, since the join operations used to implement
TriQuery are more complex � they are closer to SQL. XQuery engines built
on top of an existing SQL engine will handle it easily, but our system was
designed for the simpler XQuery joins and has to be modi�ed.

Runtime modi�cation of execution plans

One of the ways of further extending the Bobox framework is to allow runtime
modi�cations to the structure of the pipeline. One reason for this is to
allow evaluation of recursive XQuery functions. But even more important
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reason is to allow experiments with runtime modi�cation of query execution
plans in order to achieve better performance (query optimization at runtime).
Currently, it is believed to be the best way to handle XQuery, since static
optimizations often fail to produce good plans [44].

Bobox distributed runtime

At the moment, the Bobox framework only supports parallel execution. But
we intend to try even running it in a distributed environment. The architec-
ture of boxes and vias allows us to use vias as the interface between the nodes
of the distributed environment. But the problem with distributed compu-
tation is that not all resources are available at all nodes. This ranges from
locally available physical data stores to the non-existence of shared memory
� if the data in an envelope is represented as a reference to a di�erent mem-
ory block, for instance an XML fragment, it is not su�cient to transfer just
the data present in the envelope. Even the referenced information has to
be available at the target node. There are several ways in which it can be
achieved � the information may be sent along with the envelope, it may be
transferred later upon a request or it may be stored in a distributed manner
form the beginning, for instance using a distributed hash-table.

Ongoing improvements of the implementation

Currently, we have a working implementation of the Bobox runtime. But
there is still much room for improvement. For instance, the task stealing
used but the task scheduler is not very e�cient at the moment. Also, any
data-intensive parallel environment needs to handle memory allocation and
deallocation in a more e�cient way than the standard functions provided by
the language runtime. These functions involve a global lock, which creates
a bottleneck and prevents e�cient parallelization. The other components of
the system and various parameters should also be tweaked to minimize time
that is spent outside the user's code � the overhead of the system.

All things considered, we have designed a set of tools that support the whole
process of querying RDF data and implemented most of the key components
of the system. But a great deal of further research and development is re-
quired before they can be put into practice. We do intend to follow this line
of research in the years to come.
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Appendix A

Personal responsibilities

Any research is mostly a team e�ort. However, for the sake of this thesis,
we would like to point out individual contributions of the author and other
researches in relation to the topics of the thesis. Even though no work was
performed in total isolation, there are often cases where most of the research
performed in certain area can be attributed to one or more individuals.

The research was supervised by Jaroslav Pokorný from the Charles Uni-
versity in Prague, where most of the research was conducted.

The RDF visualization research was performed by Ji°í Dokulil in cooper-
ation with Jana Katreniaková from the Comenius University in Bratislava.
She designed the layout algorithms (triangle layout, several specialized views)
and the edge routing algorithm. Ji°í Dokulil dealt with the RDF-related as-
pects of the problems (e.g. the node merging technique and the algorithms
for selection of the starting node), but also provided the proof of the area
requirement of the triangle layout and created the pilot implementation of
the RDF visualizer. We have presented the research at several conferences
[24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33].

The TriQuery language was designed by Ji°í Dokulil in cooperation with
David Bednárek from the Charles University in Prague. While Ji°í Dokulil
� based on his previous research of TriQ (see the Appendix B) � created
the basic concepts of the language, David Bednárek helped with integrating
the concepts into XQuery and de�ne the grammar of TriQuery. Information
related to RDF querying was also already published by the authors [22, 30,
35].

The Bobox system was designed by David Bednárek, Ji°í Dokulil, and
Jakub Yaghob (also from the Charles University in Prague). Most of the
design was created in close cooperation of all of the people involved; how-
ever, Ji°í Dokulil is responsible for most of the �ow control algorithms, log-
ging and log visualization. From the implementation point of view, Jakub
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Yaghob created the ulibpp library and scheduler for the Bobox system, Ji°í
Dokulil implemented the �ow control and data handling in the Bobox sys-
tem, plus the log visualizer used for debugging, and David Bednárek created
an experimental XQuery front-end, which is now being converted into an Tri-
Query front-end. The benchmarks presented in this thesis were performed
by Ji°í Dokulil. We have already published less detailed information about
the Bobox design [6, 7].

The research into RDF querying and evaluation was preceded by the
research of semantic web infrastructure and interfaces called Trisolda, which
was performed by Ji°í Dokulil, Jaroslav Tykal, Jakub Yaghob, and Filip
Zavoral (all from the Charles University in Prague) [31, 32, 35]. The design
of the Bobox system bears some similarities to the T4 System developed
by David Bednárek, Petr Merta, David Obdrºálek, Jakub Yaghob and Filip
Zavoral [8].
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Appendix B

TriQ

Querying is one of the important issues for any data format. In the case of
RDF, many query languages have been developed, including the SPARQL
language [53], which is a W3C recommendation, or SeRQL [16], which is
supported by the popular Sesame RDF framework [17].

Many are inspired by SQL (although not all of them, e.g., Lisp-like Versa
[47]). But the inspiration is usually manifested (besides the fact that the
queries syntax may look a bit like SQL) in the fact that the RDF graph is
transformed by some graph pattern matching operation into some table-like
form and these tables are then further processed.

This appendix deals with a proposal of an algebra that is inspired by
SQL on a di�erent level. An important feature of SQL (and its theoretical
background � the relational algebra is the fact, that it is a closed system.
Relations are transformed into relations. This way, a result of a query can
be used as an input for another, more complex query, which is impossible in
SPARQL and SeRQL.

The following text presents our proposal for TriQ � a SQL-inspired, closed
RDF query system. To make the system closed, we couldn't have used rela-
tions as our data model. We use the RDF. But the operations are inspired by
relational algebra � we use selection, projection, (inner and outer) joins, etc.
The semantics of these operations is not exactly the same (after all, we have
a very di�erent data model) but the ideas behind them are very similar.

B.1 Data model

Since we want a closed query system, we require every operation to take
some RDF graphs (zero or more) as its input and produce an RDF graph as
its output. But to make the operations simple to use, we need to add some
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further information. We use the very RDF that contains the data for the
task and add additional triples to the data � decorate it.

Namespaces To make decoration simple we de�ne several namespaces.
URIs starting with theses namespaces are prohibited in the queried data.
The namespaces are
dec is http://ulita.ms.mff.cuni.cz/Trisolda/
GQL/decoration

ptr is http://ulita.ms.mff.cuni.cz/Trisolda/
GQL/pointer

graph is http://ulita.ms.mff.cuni.cz/Trisolda/
GQL/graph

B.1.1 Decoration of nodes and edges

We can decorate either nodes of the RDF graph, in which case we add a new
triple where the decorated node is the object of the triple, or edges, in which
case we have to reify the edge (unless the triple is already rei�ed) and then
decorate the rei�cation. To be more speci�c, to decorate the edge <S,P,O>
with decoration triple <DS,DP ,?> (the question mark is the decorated ob-
ject) we add the following triples:

• <X,dec:subject,S>, <X,dec:predicate,P>, <X,dec:object,O>

• <DS,DP ,X>

The X denotes an anonymous node. Note that we do not use the standard
rei�cation de�ned by RDF, but rather use the dec namespace to avoid po-
tential �collisions�. This way we can always distinguish statements added
during decoration and statements that were present in the original data.

Decoration options There are two types of decoration edges. Let X be
the decorated object (either a node or rei�cation of an edge), G an URI from
the namespace graph (each graph has a globally unique URI) and P an URI
from the namespace ptr. The possible decoration triples are:

1. <G,dec:contains,X>

2. <P,G,X>

There are no restrictions for the second type of triples. The only restric-
tion for the �rst type is that every node and edge of the decorated graph is
decorated by at least one such edge.
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(a) Multiple graphs in one graph (b) Table analogy

Figure B.1: Meaning of decoration

B.1.2 Meaning of decoration

The purpose of decoration is to help user de�ne a structure in the queried
graph and exploit it to de�ne further operations. Furthermore, we would
like the whole query system to resemble relational algebra, that works with
relations � sets of tuples with a well de�ned schema.

The �rst type of decoration triples is used to make the (one) RDF graph
appear as if it was a (multi)set of smaller graphs so that each of the smaller
graphs resembles one tuple of a relation (row of a table). The triple <G,
dec:contains,X> tells us that the graph G contains X. So if we take all
such X for one G, we get one small RDF graph.

The second type of decoration triples were introduced as a parallel to
schema of a relation (for an example see the Figure B.1). The set of all
values from the namespace ptr used in the graph are schema of the graph.
All values of X from all triples <P,G,X> for a graph G correspond to a value
of column P in a row G of a table. But unlike SQL that allows zero (NULL)
or one value, we allow zero or more values. Although we could restrict it
to just one value, we believe it would unnecessarily limit the graph-handling
capabilities of the query system. For instance, we would like to be able to
create such set of graphs, where each graph contains information about one
person (e.g., �rst and last name) and all of his or her e-mails. And to make
handling of the data convenient, we would like to have a pointer ptr:�rst-
name point to the �rst name of the person, ptr:last-name to the last name
and ptr:mail to all of the emails. That way, we could for example easily �nd
people with more than one email or get the number of emails for each person.
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B.2 Graph pattern operation

The graph pattern operation is in a certain sense the very basic operation of
the query system. It is used to �nd patterns in the whole queried data. The
very basic principle is that the operation speci�es an RDF graph where some
nodes or edges are replaced by variables. The evaluation is done by �nding
possible substitutions for these variables so that the we get a graph that is a
subgraph of the queried data. This graph is then one member of the result
set.

The operation gives the data a structure that helps us reference certain
concepts in further query operations. For example, if the pattern looks like
<?x,ex:has-name,?y> (where ?x and ?y are variables), we know that the
actual nodes bound to ?x are people and ?y their respective names (provided
we have reasonable data).

Each node and edge can of the pattern can have a pointer assigned to it.
In that case, the corresponding node or edge of the result is then pointed to
by that pointer.

Many RDF query languages (e.g., SPARQL [53], Trisolda query API
[32],. . . ) use some kind of graph patterns to transform the RDF graph to
a table (or something analogous like set of variable mappings in the case of
SPARQL). In other words, they use it to transform the queried data into
some other form suitable for further processing.

At the moment, we believe this is the only operation that should work
with �raw� data and that all other operations can assume to be working with
decorated data. This is not as important from the technical or formal point
of view, but rather from the �average user's� point of view. It would allow
him or her to construct the query in two steps. First, well structured pieces of
data are de�ned by the pattern operation. Second, the structure is exploited
to combine the pieces of data into the �nal result. The second phase should
be as close as possible to writing a query in SQL.

B.2.1 De�nition

The previous sections brie�y and informally explained what capabilities the
proposed pattern matching possesses. This section gives a more formal view
of the operation.

Let Uri be a set of all URIs, Lit set of all RDF literals, Blank set of all
blank nodes, and V ar an in�nite set of variables.

Let V ⊆ Uri∪Lit∪ V ar. The pattern P is then de�ned as a non-empty
set of triples P ⊆ V × (Uri ∪ V ar) × V . V is the set of all nodes in the
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pattern P , V ar(P ) denotes set of all variables used in the pattern P . The
pattern can be viewed as a directed, labeled multigraph. We require that
each two nodes in V are connected by an undirected path.

Each edge or node of the patter can be assigned a pointer (i.e. URI from
the namespace ptr). The same pointer may be assigned to more objects
(edges and nodes).

Let Pb be a pattern and Vb nodes of Pb. Let G be the queried data.
A variable mapping is a function µ : V ar → Uri ∪ Lit ∪ Blank. We

extend the variable to triples t ∈ Pb and the whole pattern Pb in the natural
way (each variable v used in t or the whole Pb are replaced by µ(v)). We
always use the variable mapping µ in conjunction with a pattern P , in which
case we consider only minimal mapping, i.e. dom(µ) = V ar(P ).

We say, that an RDF graph Mb is a match for Pb i� there are mappings
µ and η such that the following statement holds: Mb = µ(Pr) b G where b
is a relation between RDF graphs. The basic version of TriQ assumes that
(A b B) ≡ (A ⊆ B).

Then we say that the tuple ⟨µ,Mb⟩ is a result for the pattern Pb. Note that
we only consider minimal µ mappings, i.e. mappings that only map variables
used in Pb. The Mb graph still has to be properly decorated according to
the pointers that were assigned to the pattern Pb. We add decorating triples
to the set Mb in the way described in the Chapter B.1 � if a pointer was
assigned to a node or edge of the pattern, we add the appropriate decoration
to its image under µ(Pb).

B.3 Algebraic operations

This section describes algebraic operations, that run on the decorated data
and further �lter and transform it. Although, strictly speaking, these op-
erations could be run on undecorated data, but there is usually no reason
to do so. In such case, each node and edge of the undecorated data would
be decorated by the �rst type of decoration triples, which would assign the
whole data to one graph.

We do not give formal de�nitions for these operation as they are quite
straightforward and usually obvious. They would only add a few pages of
not very interesting technicalities to the paper.

B.3.1 Selection

The selection operation has one argument and tests a condition for each graph
g in the argument multiset. If the condition is true, the graph is added to
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the result. The basic idea is the same as in relational algebra, but there is
some added complexity due to the fact that one pointer can have more than
one value (within one graph) or no value at all. We use a language derived
from the �rst-order predicate calculus to construct the expressions. The
main di�erence from SQL is the addition of quanti�ers. The quanti�ers are
always in the form Qx∈X where x is a variable, X a pointer from the schema
of the operand and Q either ∀ or ∃. The rest of the expression is formed
from the variables, functions, predicates and logical operators. There are
some limitations. One variable cannot be used in more than one quanti�er
and whole expression must be closed (meaning that there is no unquanti�ed
variable and no variable is used outside of the range of the quanti�er for
that variable). ∀x∈X denotes that the quanti�ed condition must be true for
each x from PtrV al(X, g) and ∃x∈X denotes that there mast be at least one
x in PtrV al(X, g) such that the quanti�ed condition is true. PtrV al(X, g)
denotes values of all nodes pointed to by X in the graph g and predicates of
all edges pointed to by X in the graph g.

Example: (∃p∈ptr:Payment(p > 1000)) ∧ (∀r∈ptr:Person∃c∈ptr:Customer(r = c)).
This means that the graph must have a value p for variable Payment that
is more than 1000 and that for each value of Person there is the same value
for Customer.

The formal de�nition is very strict, but the actual query language can be
more relaxed, allowing the user to write less verbose queries as long as there
is a clearly de�ned transformation to the form de�ned here.

We do not attempt to list all functions and predicates. In general, we
assume that there is always a (hidden) parameter that carries the currently
processed graph as its value � in the strict de�nition of the model it is a pair
containing the whole graph and subset identi�er from the namespace graph.

Some of the functions and predicates we would like to include are:

• PathLength(x, y) that return length of a path between nodes x and
y.

• Sum(A), Max(A), Min(A), Count(A) that return the sum, maxi-
mum, minimum or number of nodes that the pointer A points to.

• IsURI(x), IsLiteral(x) that check, whether the value of x is of the
speci�ed type.

• TypeOf(x) that returns the data type of the literal x.

A detailed proposal of the language would include several basic functions
and data type conversion rules as well as extension mechanism that would
allow implementations to add further functions.
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(a) Input (b) Induced projection (c) Non-induced projection

Figure B.2: Projection

B.3.2 Projection

The purpose of the projection operation is to remove unneeded parts from
the data. It has one argument and the operation is speci�ed by a set S of
URIs from the namespace ptr. Any reasonable set S should be a subset of
the schema of the argument, but it is not required. The operation removes
triples from its argument. There are two versions � induced and non-induced.

The non-induced version removes all non-decoration triples that are not
pointed to by a member of S and all decoration triples that represent pointers
not in S. Then all decoration triples <g,dec:contains,o> (graph member-
ship) are removed if there is no triple <p,g,o> where p ∈ S. Note that if
we remove a decoration triple that decorated an edge, we remove the three
rei�cation triples as well.

The induced works the same as non-induced except that it does not re-
move edges, where both endpoints are being pointed to by members of S.

The Figure B.2 gives an example where S = {Person,Mail}.

B.3.3 Distinct

So far, each operation generated a multiset of graphs. The distinct operation
takes one argument and eliminates all duplicates. The equivalence of the
graphs does consider decoration as well, i.e. for two graphs to be equal, even
the pointers in both graph must point to equal nodes and edges.

B.3.4 Joins

Joins are an important part of relational algebra and SQL. As we are trying
to get close to these languages, we also introduce join operations. Join is a
binary operation that produces results by making a Cartesian product of the
arguments and then �lters the results according to a condition. There are
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(a) Left operand (b) Right operand (c) Result

Figure B.3: Left join of names and e-mails

special variants of the operation � outer joins (left, right and full). The basic
(inner) join could be de�ned as a combination of cross join (i.e. Cartesian
product) and selection, but the outer joins are more complex so we have
decided to include �whole� join operation.

The join can be seen as an operation that generates one small RDF graph
for each pair of graphs where one is from the �rst argument and the other
from the second argument. The graphs are union-ed together and if the
produced graphs ful�lls the join condition, it is added to the result.

The outer joins work just like in SQL. Consider for example left join. If
there is a graph l in the left argument such that there is no graph r in the
right argument that l ∪ r ful�ll the join condition, then l is added to the
result.

An example of a left join is in the Figure B.3. The left and right operands
are joined by a left join on a condition Person1 = Person2 (of course, the
actual condition should contain the appropriate quanti�ers).

B.3.5 Group by

In SQL, the �group by� construct is almost exclusively used with aggregation.
But as our data model allows more values per �row�, we can use �group by�
as a standalone operation that groups related data together. To be more
speci�c, it joins (makes a union) graph, that have the exactly the same
values for a speci�ed set of pointers.
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(a) Input (b) Grouped data

Figure B.4: Group by

The Figure B.4 shows an example where two graphs are grouped by the
value of the �Person� pointer into one graph.

B.3.6 Aggregation

A very important feature in SQL are aggregation functions. An important
di�erence between our data model and SQL is that a pointer can point to
more than one value within each graph. So there are two possibilities, where
aggregation functions can be used. They can either aggregate values within
one graph or make aggregations over whole data. We decided to allow both.
A local aggregation has the form fnc(ptr)→ res where fnc is an aggregation
function (min, max, sum, count, avg and �distinct� variants of sum, count
and avg), ptr is a pointer and res is a pointer. The aggregation function is
evaluated for each graph g and for a result v, the triples<g,gql:contains,v>
and <res,g,v> are added to the data.

The global aggregation has the form fncg(fncl((ptr))→ res where fncg
and fncl are from the same set of functions as in the local variant. The
function fncl is used to compute aggregation over each graph and then fncg
combines these results into one �nal value v. The result contains only one
graph g with triples <g,gql:contains,v> and <res,g,v>. Because the data
are �destroyed� more global aggregations can be speci�ed in one aggregation
operation.

An example that demonstrates why we decided to de�ne global aggre-
gation like this is the following. Consider the already familiar data about
people and e-mails. We can use a global aggregation max(count(Mail)) →
MaxMail to get the maximal number of e-mails the people have. Then, on
the same source data, we run a local aggregation count(Mail)→MailCount.
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Then we join the data on MaxMail = MailCount to get information about
everyone with maximal number of e-mails. Note, that since we included the
aggregation functions among the function that can be used in the selection
operations, we could omit the local aggregation step in the example and use
MaxMail = Count(Mail) as the join condition.

B.3.7 Set operations

Some set operations are also present in SQL � union, union all, intersect, and
minus. The equivalent of union all is obvious, it simply returns union of the
two graphs (since we require that graphs are identi�ed by globally unique
identi�ers, there can be no �collision�). The is no such natural equivalent
for the other three operations. The problem is that in our data model,
�schema� is much more relaxed concept than in SQL � multiple values of a
pointer, nodes and edges without pointers or with several di�erent pointers,
etc. Should the set operations be performed only with the data in graphs
without regard to pointers (and what would be the pointers of the result)
or with pointers? Perhaps it would be best to let the user specify a set
of pointers and the operations only consider nodes and edges with these
pointers.

But this creates a completely new problem. If we make an intersection of
two sets and each of them contains a graph that is di�erent, but the values
pointed to by the speci�ed set of pointers are the same. What should get
into the result? The �rst or the second? That would make the intersection
operation non-commutative.

We decided to use the following de�nition for the operations (A and B
are operands, S is a set of pointers, g[S] denotes a projection of graph g to
the set of pointers S):

• A unionS B is a shortcut for grouping operation with columns S applied
to A unionall B

• A minus B are all graphs g of A such that there is no graph g′ in
B for which g[S] = g′[S] holds. Projection g[S] is either induced or
non-induced � the exact version is speci�ed by the user.

• A intersect B is not included as an operation. Although we came
up with several possible semantics, none of them seemed more natural
than the others. This and the fact that they could all be transformed
into some combination of other operations led us to the decision not to
include any of them as a build-in operation.
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Appendix C

TriQuery grammar

This appendix presents the grammar of the TriQuery language. It is a modi-
�cation of the o�cial XQuery grammar, so the exactly same notation is used.
The modi�ed or added rules are highlighted.

[1] Module ::= VersionDecl? (LibraryModule | MainModule)

[2] VersionDecl ::= "xquery" "version" StringLiteral

("encoding" StringLiteral)? Separator

[3] MainModule ::= Prolog QueryBody

[4] LibraryModule ::= ModuleDecl Prolog

[5] ModuleDecl ::= "module" "namespace" NCName "="

URILiteral Separator

[6] Prolog ::= ((DefaultNamespaceDecl | Setter |

NamespaceDecl | Import) Separator)* ((VarDecl |

FunctionDecl | OptionDecl) Separator)*

[7] Setter ::= BoundarySpaceDecl | DefaultCollationDecl |

BaseURIDecl | ConstructionDecl | OrderingModeDecl |

EmptyOrderDecl | CopyNamespacesDecl

[8] Import ::= SchemaImport | ModuleImport

[9] Separator ::= ";"

[10] NamespaceDecl ::= "declare" "namespace" NCName "="

URILiteral

[11] BoundarySpaceDecl ::= "declare" "boundary-space"

("preserve" | "strip")

[12] DefaultNamespaceDecl ::= "declare" "default" ("element" |

"function") "namespace" URILiteral

[13] OptionDecl ::= "declare" "option" QName StringLiteral

[14] OrderingModeDecl ::= "declare" "ordering"

("ordered" | "unordered")
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[15] EmptyOrderDecl ::= "declare" "default" "order" "empty"

("greatest" | "least")

[16] CopyNamespacesDecl ::= "declare" "copy-namespaces"

PreserveMode "," InheritMode

[17] PreserveMode ::= "preserve" | "no-preserve"

[18] InheritMode ::= "inherit" | "no-inherit"

[19] DefaultCollationDecl ::= "declare" "default" "collation"

URILiteral

[20] BaseURIDecl ::= "declare" "base-uri" URILiteral

[21] SchemaImport ::= "import" "schema" SchemaPrefix?

URILiteral ("at" URILiteral ("," URILiteral)*)?

[22] SchemaPrefix ::= ("namespace" NCName "=") |

("default" "element" "namespace")

[23] ModuleImport ::= "import" "module"

("namespace" NCName "=")? URILiteral

("at" URILiteral ("," URILiteral)*)?

[24] VarDecl ::= "declare" "variable" "$" QName

TypeDeclaration? ((":=" ExprSingle) | "external")

[25] ConstructionDecl ::= "declare" "construction"

("strip" | "preserve")

[26] FunctionDecl ::= "declare" "function" QName

"(" ParamList? ")" ("as" SequenceType)?

(EnclosedExpr | "external")

[27] ParamList ::= Param ("," Param)*

[28] Param ::= "$" QName TypeDeclaration?

[29] EnclosedExpr ::= "{" Expr "}"

[30] QueryBody ::= Expr

[31] Expr ::= ExprSingle ("," ExprSingle)*

[32] ExprSingle ::= FLWORExpr | QuantifiedExpr |

TypeswitchExpr | IfExpr | OrExpr

[33] FLWORExpr ::= (ForClause | LetClause)+ WhereClause?

OrderByClause? "return" ExprSingle

[34] ForClause ::= "for" "$" VarName TypeDeclaration?

PositionalVar? "in" ExprSingle

("," "$" VarName TypeDeclaration? PositionalVar?

"in" ExprSingle)*

[35] PositionalVar ::= "at" "$" VarName

[36] LetClause ::= "let" "$" VarName TypeDeclaration? ":="

ExprSingle ("," "$" VarName TypeDeclaration? ":="

ExprSingle)*

[37] WhereClause ::= "where" ExprSingle
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[38] OrderByClause ::= (("order" "by") |

("stable" "order" "by")) OrderSpecList

[39] OrderSpecList ::= OrderSpec ("," OrderSpec)*

[40] OrderSpec ::= ExprSingle OrderModifier

[41] OrderModifier ::= ("ascending" | "descending")?

("empty" ("greatest" | "least"))?

("collation" URILiteral)?

[42] QuantifiedExpr ::= ("some" | "every") "$" VarName

TypeDeclaration? "in" ExprSingle

("," "$" VarName TypeDeclaration? "in" ExprSingle)*

"satisfies" ExprSingle

[43] TypeswitchExpr ::= "typeswitch" "(" Expr ")" CaseClause+

"default" ("$" VarName)? "return" ExprSingle

[44] CaseClause ::= "case" ("$" VarName "as")? SequenceType

"return" ExprSingle

[45] IfExpr ::= "if" "(" Expr ")" "then" ExprSingle

"else" ExprSingle

[46] OrExpr ::= AndExpr ( "or" AndExpr )*

[47] AndExpr ::= ComparisonExpr ( "and" ComparisonExpr )*

[48] ComparisonExpr ::= RangeExpr ( (ValueComp |

GeneralComp | NodeComp) RangeExpr )?

[49] RangeExpr ::= AdditiveExpr ( "to" AdditiveExpr )?

[50] AdditiveExpr ::= MultiplicativeExpr ( ("+" | "-")

MultiplicativeExpr )*

[51] MultiplicativeExpr ::= UnionExpr (

("*" | "div" | "idiv" | "mod") UnionExpr )*

[52] UnionExpr ::= IntersectExceptExpr (

("union" | "|") IntersectExceptExpr )*

[53] IntersectExceptExpr ::= InstanceofExpr (

("intersect" | "except") InstanceofExpr )*

[54] InstanceofExpr ::= TreatExpr

( "instance" "of" SequenceType )?

[55] TreatExpr ::= CastableExpr ( "treat" "as" SequenceType )?

[56] CastableExpr ::= CastExpr ( "castable" "as" SingleType )?

[57] CastExpr ::= UnaryExpr ( "cast" "as" SingleType )?

[58] UnaryExpr ::= ("-" | "+")* ValueExpr

[59] ValueExpr ::= ValidateExpr | PathExpr | ExtensionExpr

[60] GeneralComp ::= "=" | "!=" | "<" | "<=" | ">" | ">="

[61] ValueComp ::= "eq" | "ne" | "lt" | "le" | "gt" | "ge"

[62] NodeComp ::= "is" | "<<" | ">>"

[63] ValidateExpr ::= "validate" ValidationMode? "{" Expr "}"
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[64] ValidationMode ::= "lax" | "strict"

[65] ExtensionExpr ::= Pragma+ "{" Expr? "}"

[66] Pragma ::= "(#" S? QName (S PragmaContents)? "#)"

[67] PragmaContents ::= (Char* - (Char* '#)' Char*))

[68] PathExpr ::= ("/" RelativePathExpr?) |

("//" RelativePathExpr) | RelativePathExpr

[69] RelativePathExpr ::= StepExpr (("/" | "//") StepExpr)*

[70] StepExpr ::= FilterExpr | AxisStep

[71] AxisStep ::= (ReverseStep | ForwardStep) PredicateList

[72] ForwardStep ::= (ForwardAxis NodeTest) | AbbrevForwardStep

[73] ForwardAxis ::= ("child" "::")

| ("descendant" "::")

| ("attribute" "::")

| ("self" "::")

| ("descendant-or-self" "::")

| ("following-sibling" "::")

| ("following" "::")

[74] AbbrevForwardStep ::= "@"? NodeTest

[75] ReverseStep ::= (ReverseAxis NodeTest) | AbbrevReverseStep

[76] ReverseAxis ::= ("parent" "::")

| ("ancestor" "::")

| ("preceding-sibling" "::")

| ("preceding" "::")

| ("ancestor-or-self" "::")

[77] AbbrevReverseStep ::= ".."

[78] NodeTest ::= KindTest | NameTest

[79] NameTest ::= QName | Wildcard

[80] Wildcard ::= "*" | (NCName ":" "*") | ("*" ":" NCName)

[81] FilterExpr ::= PrimaryExpr PredicateList

[82] PredicateList ::= Predicate*

[83] Predicate ::= "[" Expr "]"

[84] PrimaryExpr ::= Literal | VarRef | ParenthesizedExpr |

ContextItemExpr | FunctionCall | OrderedExpr |

UnorderedExpr | Constructor | RecordPattern | RecordConstructor

[84a] RecordConstructor ::=

AnonymousRecordConstructor | NamedRecordConstructor

[84b] AnonymousRecordConstructor ::= "[" ExprSingle

( "," ExprSingle )* "]"

[84c] NamedRecordConstructor ::= "[" QName ":=" ExprSingle

( "," QName ":=" ExprSingle )* "]"

[84d] RecordPattern ::= ExprSingle ( "with" QName )? "match"
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"(" OneRecordPattern ( "." OneRecordPattern )* ")"

[84e] OneRecordPattern ::= PatternElement+

[84f] PatternElement ::= QName | PatternURILiteral | Literal |

"{" ExprSingle "}" | VarRef | "?" VarName

[85] Literal ::= NumericLiteral | StringLiteral

[86] NumericLiteral ::= IntegerLiteral |

DecimalLiteral | DoubleLiteral

[87] VarRef ::= "$" VarName ( "." QName )?

[88] VarName ::= QName

[89] ParenthesizedExpr ::= "(" Expr? ")" ( "." QName )?

[90] ContextItemExpr ::= "."

[91] OrderedExpr ::= "ordered" "{" Expr "}"

[92] UnorderedExpr ::= "unordered" "{" Expr "}"

[93] FunctionCall ::= QName

"(" (ExprSingle ("," ExprSingle)*)? ")"

( "." QName )?

[94] Constructor ::= DirectConstructor | ComputedConstructor

[95] DirectConstructor ::= DirElemConstructor

| DirCommentConstructor | DirPIConstructor

[96] DirElemConstructor ::= "<" QName DirAttributeList

("/>" | (">" DirElemContent* "</" QName S? ">"))

[97] DirAttributeList ::=

(S (QName S? "=" S? DirAttributeValue)?)*

[98] DirAttributeValue ::=

('"' (EscapeQuot | QuotAttrValueContent)* '"') |

("'" (EscapeApos | AposAttrValueContent)* "'")

[99] QuotAttrValueContent ::= QuotAttrContentChar |

CommonContent

[100] AposAttrValueContent ::= AposAttrContentChar |

CommonContent

[101] DirElemContent ::= DirectConstructor | CDataSection |

CommonContent | ElementContentChar

[102] CommonContent ::= PredefinedEntityRef | CharRef |

"{{" | "}}" | EnclosedExpr

[103] DirCommentConstructor ::= "<!--" DirCommentContents "-->"

[104] DirCommentContents ::=

((Char - '-') | ('-' (Char - '-')))*

[105] DirPIConstructor ::=

"<?" PITarget (S DirPIContents)? "?>"

[106] DirPIContents ::= (Char* - (Char* '?>' Char*))

[107] CDataSection ::= "<![CDATA[" CDataSectionContents "]]>"
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[108] CDataSectionContents ::= (Char* - (Char* ']]>' Char*))

[109] ComputedConstructor ::= CompDocConstructor |

CompElemConstructor | CompAttrConstructor |

CompTextConstructor | CompCommentConstructor |

CompPIConstructor

[110] CompDocConstructor ::= "document" "{" Expr "}"

[111] CompElemConstructor ::= "element" (QName | ("{" Expr "}"))

"{" ContentExpr? "}"

[112] ContentExpr ::= Expr

[113] CompAttrConstructor ::= "attribute"

(QName | ("{" Expr "}")) "{" Expr? "}"

[114] CompTextConstructor ::= "text" "{" Expr "}"

[115] CompCommentConstructor ::= "comment" "{" Expr "}"

[116] CompPIConstructor ::= "processing-instruction"

(NCName | ("{" Expr "}")) "{" Expr? "}"

[117] SingleType ::= AtomicType "?"?

[118] TypeDeclaration ::= "as" SequenceType

[119] SequenceType ::= ("empty-sequence" "(" ")")|

(ItemType OccurrenceIndicator?)

[120] OccurrenceIndicator ::= "?" | "*" | "+"

[121] ItemType ::= KindTest | ("item" "(" ")") | AtomicType |

NamedRecordType | AnonymousRecordType

[121a] NamedRecordType ::= "[" QName "as" SequenceType

( "," QName "as" SequenceType )* "]"

[121b] AnonymousRecordType ::= "[" SequenceType

( "," SequenceType )* "]"

[122] AtomicType ::= QName

[123] KindTest ::= DocumentTest | ElementTest | AttributeTest |

SchemaElementTest | SchemaAttributeTest | PITest |

CommentTest | TextTest | AnyKindTest

[124] AnyKindTest ::= "node" "(" ")"

[125] DocumentTest ::= "document-node"

"(" (ElementTest | SchemaElementTest)? ")"

[126] TextTest ::= "text" "(" ")"

[127] CommentTest ::= "comment" "(" ")"

[128] PITest ::= "processing-instruction"

"(" (NCName | StringLiteral)? ")"

[129] AttributeTest ::= "attribute"

"(" (AttribNameOrWildcard ("," TypeName)?)? ")"

[130] AttribNameOrWildcard ::= AttributeName | "*"

[131] SchemaAttributeTest ::= "schema-attribute"
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"(" AttributeDeclaration ")"

[132] AttributeDeclaration ::= AttributeName

[133] ElementTest ::= "element"

"(" (ElementNameOrWildcard ("," TypeName "?"?)?)? ")"

[134] ElementNameOrWildcard ::= ElementName | "*"

[135] SchemaElementTest ::= "schema-element"

"(" ElementDeclaration ")"

[136] ElementDeclaration ::= ElementName

[137] AttributeName ::= QName

[138] ElementName ::= QName

[139] TypeName ::= QName

[140] URILiteral ::= StringLiteral

The following rules de�ne the terminals:

[141] IntegerLiteral ::= Digits

[142] DecimalLiteral ::= ("." Digits) | (Digits "." [0-9]*)

[143] DoubleLiteral ::= (("." Digits) |

(Digits ("." [0-9]*)?)) [eE] [+-]? Digits

[144] StringLiteral ::= ('"' (PredefinedEntityRef | CharRef |

EscapeQuot | [^"&])* '"') | ("'" (PredefinedEntityRef |

CharRef | EscapeApos | [^'&])* "'")

[144a] PatternURILiteral ::= "<" (PredefinedEntityRef | CharRef |

EscapeQuot | [^>&])* ">"

[145] PredefinedEntityRef ::=

"&" ("lt" | "gt" | "amp" | "quot" | "apos") ";"

[146] EscapeQuot ::= '""'

[147] EscapeApos ::= "''"

[148] ElementContentChar ::= Char - [{}<&]

[149] QuotAttrContentChar ::= Char - ["{}<&]

[150] AposAttrContentChar ::= Char - ['{}<&]

[151] Comment ::= "(:" (CommentContents | Comment)* ":)"

[152] PITarget ::= [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml#NT-PITarget]

[153] CharRef ::= [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml#NT-CharRef]

[154] QName ::= [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml-names/#NT-QName]

[155] NCName ::= [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml-names/#NT-NCName]

[156] S ::= [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml#NT-S] XML

[157] Char ::= [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-xml#NT-Char] XML

Auxiliary (used in terminals de�nition):

[158] Digits ::= [0-9]+

[159] CommentContents ::= (Char+ - (Char* ('(:' | ':)') Char*))
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